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The results of a systematio "wind tunnel investigation into the 

attainment and ultimate collapse of the suporsaturate~ state of water 

vapor are presented~ These results# together with those of other 

recent investigations, are oollectedand oompared with the theory. 

It is found that the deviations from the qua8i-5~tionary conditions 

upon whioh the theory is based are very pronounced in the supersonio 

wind tunnel. A ~uch higher de6ree of supersaturation oan, therefore, 

be attained before oondensation oocurs than is predioted theoretieallys 

Measurements at low temperatures indicate tllat if the water vapor 

reaohes a temperature of about 1530 K. without the ooourrenoe of oon-

densation, the vapor will not oondense upon further ~xpansion, regard-

le8S of how highly supersaturated it becomes. This obs~rvation is in 
, 

agreement with some reoent Wilson Cloud Chamber investigations. 

The shook relations for flow-involving oondensation are disoussed. 

It is shown that two types of disoontinuities canooourj the oondensa-

tion shook and the shook with oondensation (or vaporization)o The. 

latter solution has been disregarde1 in the past. but it is shown that 

the shook with vaporization is of importanoe and oan result in apureol-

able errors in Maoh number determination when droplets are present in 

the flow. 

Various teohniques ofmeasure~ent of the oondensation prooesses in 

supersonio flow are considered. 
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PART I 

INTRODUCTION AND SiURW,Y OF rEF. LlTF.RATURE 

The phenomenon o~ spontaneous oondensation, or the transition 

of a substance from the vapor phase into the liquid phase in the 

absenoe of a plana surf'ace of the liquid phase, has been the subject 

of numerous experimental investigations for the past sixty years. 

ItWBS not until the advent of the Bupersonic wind tunnel, h~ever. 

that this phenomenon entered the field of aero~utios and even then 

it was not recognized as suoh until about 1940. The condensation 

in thia case, manifests itself by a sudden 1nor98o,8e in pressure. with 

an attendant formation of a fog of liquid droplets or ioe particles, 

at some point in the supersonic seotion of the nozzle. This pressure 

inorease troubled many ear~y investigators, but the fog is usually 

not readily visible exoept under oertain lighting conditions a.nd 

henoe the true explanation was overlooked for several years. 

In e. supersonio nozzle. air oontainine; water vapor undergoes an 

adiabatio expansion whioh, aooordingly. results in a continuou8 

deorease in temperature and pressure. The saturation vapor pressure, 

whioh depends upon the temperature onlyg decreases muoh more rapidly 

than does the partial press~re of the water vapor and henoe saturation 

is approaohed and even exoeeded. If a oalculation is made of the 

relative humidity of the air at the point where the condensation ocours, 

it is found tpat t he air is highly supersaturated. The first person to 

call attention to the faot that a highly supersaturated vapor ~an exist 



under oertain oonditions was R .. v .. Helmholtz. (1) He showed. in 1887, 

that a saturated steam jet expanding from. an orifioe into the atmosphere 

remained perfeotly olear for some distanoe and then sUddenly became 

oloudy. 

Helmholtz also demonstrated the effect of ions on the initiation 

of condensation by observing the inorea~ed cloudiness that resulted 

when an eleotrical disoharg~ coursed the jet. Ions and, partioularly, 

hygrosoopio nuclei are of' prime importanoe in initiating oondensation 

in the atmosphere. This is due to the fa.ot that suoh nuclei range 

i ... 3 ... 8. . 
in s ze from 10 to 10 o~o in radiUS and, as ~ll be shown 1n 

Part II, the effeot of curvature on the equilibrium of water deposited 

on suoh nuclei is relatively small o Furthermore. if the hygrosoopio 

nuclei are active solutes, 8.S 1s generally the case in the atmosphere, 

the surface tension will be greatly lowered. These two effects can 

give rise to the formation of d.roplets whioh are in equilibrium with 

unsaturated aire As a res~lt of' these faotors. together with the faot 

that the ohanges of state of the air prooeed at e. relatively s.low rate II 

large supersaturations have never been observed in the atmosphereo 

Wilson ClOUd Chamber Investigations 

(2 ) The Wilson Cloud Chamber. whioh was developed by Co T. R. Wilson 

in 1897. utilizes this fact that ions facilitate the initiation of 

oondensation. 

The air in a Wileon Cloud Chamber is contained in a closed veasel 

and 1s cooled adiabatioally by suddenly inoreasing the volume by means 

of a pistono In normal practice. the air is saturated at the initial 



temperature and volume and various degrees of supersatura.tion are 

obtained by varying the expansion ratio, i~e •• by varying the final 

position of the piston. Different degrees of supersaturation can be 

attained at the sSJne final temperature by increasing the initial 

temperature as the expansion ratio 18 inoreased. The supersaturation 

is gradually incr~ased in this manner until a cloud forms, the value 

at which this oocurs being denoted 8.S the "threshold supersaturation 

ratio" corresponding to the partioular final temperature. 

Inasmuoh 8.3 the air is essentially at rest and is cooled muoh 

less rapidly than it would be in a wind tunnel g the results are not 

direotly applioable to the problem of oondensation in rapidly expand-

ing gases6 However, since the existing theories of spontaneous oonden

sation are based on the assumption of a quasi-stationary state g whioh 

is closely approximated in the Wilson Cloud Chamber. and since the 

effect of foreign nuclei is olearly der.1onstratod in these expcri.':lsnts. 

it will be of value to review briefly the pertinent results. 

'Powell (3) observed that. for the same final temperatura, higher 

and higher supersaturations were required as the outdoor air used in 

the experiment was progressively filteredo Filtered air oontaining 

ions neoessitated greater expansions than unfiltered air. while 

ion-t'ree filtered air required still greater expansions.o Powell's 

results for dust-free. ion-free air of the supersaturation required 

for oondensation a8 a !'unotion of the tinal temperature are plotted 

in Fig. 1. 



Sander and Damk;hler (4 ) performe d a similar set of' experiments, 

the results of which are plotted in Fig. 1, also. ,The quantitative 

agreement between these results and those of Powell is, for 80me unknown 

reason, not very g·ood. 

Formation of Liquid Droplets or Ice Crystals 

Several recent Cloud Chamber' investigations 

Fournier d 1Albe (6) have been oonoerned with the 

by Cwilong (5 ) and 
. . 

determination of the 
I 

f'inal temperature at whioh ice orystals form instead of water droplets. 

Cwilong observed that, with dust ... free air, below a temperature of' 

o 
=42 C4 the oloud is composed of ioe orystals and water droplets. 

while above this tamperature ioe orystals are absento With unfiltered 

outdoor air this transition temperature inoreased to =32 0 C., although 

Fournier d'Albs observed that, even though ice particles were formed 

at this temperature, water droplets still predominated. 

This mixture of ioe partioles and water droplets, for dust-free 

air, was observed down to _650 c. to _700 Co, below which ioe partioles 

" only were presento Sander and Damkohler observed liquid droplets down 

to =62~ Co On the basis of these observations and in view of the laok 

of evidence one way or the other fro~ wind tunnel measurements, it will 

be assumed in the analysis of the spontaneous oondensation phenomenon 

o that the condensation is in the form· or liquid droplets down to 210 K. 
t 

(_63 0 Co) .. 

The ef'feot of ions on the oondensation of dust-free air at tempera

o 
tures below ... 55 C. has apparently not yet been established. The obser~ 

vation that the presence of ions does not afreot the supersaturation at 



o . 
whioh oondensa.tion ooours when the temperature is below ~60 C. has 

been oonfirmed by several investigators. However. the obee~tion or 

Cwilong, the..t the presence of ions at these temperatures results in 

the formation of a greater number of ioe partioles than in ion-free 

air, is in oontradiotion to the observations of Fournier d'Albe. who 

noted no effeot upon irradiating the chamber wi th gamma. rays. Thus, 

this particular question is in need of fUrther investigation. 

One observation of Cwilongts, that 1t&S mentioned briefly by him, 

has startling implioations when oonsidered f'rolll the viewpoint of spon-

taneous oondensation in high speed wind tunnels. This observation was 

that when the tempert\.ture at the end Of. the expansion falls below 

o 
-120 Co no produots of oondensation, neither liquid droplets nor ioe 

partioles, are observed. This finding is of suoh theoretical and 

experimental importanoe -as to warrant Ii separate treatlll9nt in Part VI .. 

Steam No&zle Investigations 

The existenoe of supersatura.tion a.nd the spontaneo~s oollapse of 

the supersaturated state in oonneotion with the expansion of a vapor 

in nozzles was recognized first in 1903, as a result of the oomvrehen~ 

sive tests of Stodola (7) utilizing superheated steamo &ince that time 

a number o~ investigations have been made in an effort to determine the 

supersaturation ratios at whioh spontaneous condensation takes plao80 

The loohtion of the collapse of the supersaturatod state in these oases 

was determined either by pressure measurements or by the light soattering 

techniqUE) initiated in this field by Stodola.. In view of this wealth of 

inf'ormation it is surprising indeed that the phenomenon of spontaneous 



condensation was unrecognized in supersonic wind tunnels ror a number 

of yearso 

The use or superheated steam, and hence high stagnation tempera ... 

tures. results in the condensation ooourring at local temperatures of . . 
the order of 3000 K. and higher. Suoh temperatures are much higher 

than those no~lly found in supersonic tunnels. The results of these 

investigations B.Te of mOTe than academic interest, however, in that 

they aignifioa.ntly extend the temperature range over that obtainable 

from supersonic wind tunnel tests aloneo 

Of the most recent of the superheated steam experiments, those 

of Yellott (8), Tellott and Holland (9). Rettallata (10/» ~nd Binnie 

. (11) 
and WoodG • the measurementa of Binnie and Woods appear to be 

the most reliable and henoe their results are shown in Fig. 1 in the 

form of threshold supersaturation ratio V8 e looal temperatures 

Supersonio Wind Tunnel Investigations 

The first investigations of spontaneous oondensation in supersonic 

wind tunnels were performed by Her1llB.nn and Wieselsberger (12; during 

the y~~r8 1934 to 1936, altho~h their results were not published until 

19420 Hermann presents qualitative findings of the effeot of relative 

humidity and water vapor content or the air on the looation and strength 

or the so=oalled "oondensation shooks" or "X-shooks" whioh he observed 

by means or a &'ohlieren systemo He also extended the one-dimensional 

shook relations to the oase of normal shooks involving condensation, 

but inasmuoh as this analysis was brief and incomplete. it "'ill be 

considered in more detail in Appendi% 10 



The only systematio investigation o~ the phenomena o~ spontaneous 

condensation in supersonic wind tunnels from the theoretioal point of 

- . (13) and (14) 
view has been that by Oswat1tsoh - • 

Through considerations of the equations for the conservation of 

mass. momentum. and energy, o.s-watitsoh, in his first paper (13). develoJ.?8 

a system of differential equations describing the compressible flow of 

humid air containing droplets of water or ice through a nozzle. These 

equatiQns, together with the equation for the rate of formation and 

growth of' the droplets, enable him to perform a step-by-step oaloulation 

of the pressure distribution in e. nozzle with condensation. These 

theoretioal results are in excellent agreement with the pressure distri-

* * bution measurements of Yellott and Binnie and Woods using superheated 

steam. The equation for the rate of formation of droplets utilized 

by Oswatitsoh is iue to Becker and ~ring and will be disoussed in 

Part 110 By dealing with a-simplified picture of' a droplet of' water fn 

pure water vapor and oon8ideri~g the moleoular prooesses at the su~faoe 

as providing for the neoe8~ary mass transport onto the droplet-and the 

removal of the heat of oondensation from the droplet. Oswatitsoh arrives 

~t an equation for the droplet growth. In view of the excellent agree-

ment between the theoretioal pressure distTi'mtions and the experiIrental 

ones using superheated steam. it may be concluded that this equation 

for the growth of a droplet in its vapor is an acourate desoription of' 

the process. However. as 'pointed out by Oswatltsoh. this equation is 

no longer valid in the ease of a droplet situated in 8upersaturaterl humid 

* loc. oit~ 



air. where diffusion is primarily responsible for providing for the 

neoessary mass transporto Henoe, no oomparison oan be made between 

the theoretioal caloulations and the experimental'results using humid 

air in view of the lack of knowledge as to the equation f?r the droplet 

growth. Furthermore. in the experiments with superheated steam, the 

looal temperatures at whioh spontaneous condensation takes place are 

still of the order of room temperatures or higher. where the values of 

the surfaoe tension of water are well kriown; whereas in most Bupersonic 

wind tunnels the 100a1 temperatures ,are in the range where no data 

exists on either the surfaoe tension of water or the surface energy of 

ioe, which. a8 will beoome evident. are so important for the determina ... 

tion of the droplet fo~tion frequenoy. 

Oswatitsoh also presents the results of his experimental investigl'l'" 

tion in a supersonio nozzle, using humid air of three different relative 

humidities at atmospheric stagnation conditionso These results were 

obtained in the form of pressure distribution measurel!l.ents along the 

nozzle, from which tJ:e supersaturation ratio at the location of oollapse 

of the Bupersaturated state h8.s been ca.lculated and plotted in Fig. 1 

as a function of the looal tenperature at that looation. 

Oswatitsoh, in his seoond paper (14). deals with the theoretioal 

aspeots of con~8nsation in humid air flowing through a nozzle. He was 

able to show that the condensation on ~oreign-nuclei in the air and the 

~ubsequent growth of the droplets was too small to oause any ~a8urable 

deviation from the dry-adiabatio expansion. This oonolusion is the 

result of the relatively small number of foreign partioles in normal 
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laboratory air (of the order of 106/cm3 I and the short time available 

for the growth of dropso The negligible effect of condensation on 

foreign nuclei leads to high degrees of supersaturation, where spontan-

aous o ondensati on- of the water vapor may take plaoe e On the basis of 

" the Becker-Doring equation, a law of droplet growth derived on the 

assumption of exoeedingly small droplet8, and certain order-ot-magnitude 

caloulations, Oswatitsoh arrives at an equation for deternlining the 

looation of. the start of spontaneous oondensation. The temperature at 

which spontaneous oondensation t~~ea plaoe is found to depend upon the 

saturation temperature for adiabatic expansion, which takes the stagnation 

pressure and s peoi.fio humidity of the humid air into aooount, and the 

temperature gradient, whioh takes account of the s08.1e effects. This 

approximate equation is presumably valid provided the temperature gradient 

is not less than 100 C./em •• sinoa below this value the droplet growth 

law used in the determination of the equation loses its validityo One 

constant is left undetermined in the equation# and its value is oalculated 

by Oswatitsoh on the basis of the three experimental points obtained from 

his aforementioned investigation. This final equation is shown in FiG- 1 

in the form of the ffuporaaturation ratio at the start of spontaneous 

condensation VB. the local temperature, f or til ree different values of the 

temperature gradient. 

Contributions of Charyk 

Charyk (15) presented the Beoker=Dgring theory. which will be dis-

cussed briefly in Part II, and oalculated. ther&from, the supersaturation 

ratio at whioh the oollapse of the supersaturated state takes plaoe as a 



funotion of the 10oa.1 temperature' (Fig,,' '1 ) under the assumptionth!!1.t 

the nuolei formation frequenOYI J (the number of droplets formed per 

dUbio centimeter per seoond)1 is equal to 1,000*. 

From one-dimensional considerations, Charyk also develops the 

equations for the ohange in flow parameters across a normal oondensa-

tion shook (see Appendix I) and ext end $ the reBul te to the obliqu$ 

oondensation shook. In addition, a disoussion is given of the pOBsibil-

·ityof oontinuous oondensation,downstream of a oondensation shook. This 

oondition may arise when the water vapor oontent of the air is 80 high 

that, if an amountsuffioient to bring the air down to saturation were 

to be oondensed out at the shook: I an e.m.ount of heat would be released 

that is higher than the maximum amount the stream. oan absorb."'. Henoe. 

in this oase. the air would be supersaturated downstream of the conden-

sation ahook and oontinuous oondensation would ooour until a saturated 

'state was reaohed. 

Ex;perimental Investigations of the NACA 

In a very reoent experimental investigation by the NACA (16). a 

systenw..tio study of the degree of Bupersaturation just prior to the 

oollapse of the supersaturated state was made in the Maoh number rane;e 

from 1. 4to 2.0. Two wind tunnels 1Iere used in this investigation and 

eaoh was equipped with wall orifioes ror the statio pres sure measurement." 

• Charyk points out that the difrerenee in the loous of oondensation fer 
~ = 1 and J = 1.000 is negligible. However, it is found, as will be 
shown later, that val usa for J as high IilS 1016 have to be considered, 
in which oaSe the loous is m.arkedly different. 

** S.ee Equation 1 0 16, Appendix I. 
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Durine each run, the initial water vapor oontent was held oonstant 

while the stagnation temperature was inoreased step=by-step from roam 

o 
temperature up to a~ut 200 Fa .Renoe, the looation of the start of' 

oondensation was gradually moved downstream past sucoessive statio 

pressure holes and thus the oonditions prior to the oollapse could 

be determined at various Maoh numbers. Several different values of 
, 

the initial water vapor content were used, from which the ef'feot of 

this quantity on the oondensation phenomena could be uetermined. 

The results of these ,investigations have been oaloulated in the 

f'orm of the threshold supersaturation ratio ve. the local 'temperature 

and are shown in Fig. 1. 

These results have been extended by the authors, pn a theoretical 

basls, to higher Mach numbers. However, such an extrapolation is 

questionable in view of the low temperature effects disoussed in 

Part VI. 

Misoellaneous Experimental Investigations 

Within the pal!lt fmr years, there have b~n a number of other 

experimental investigations into the phenomena of spontaneous oonden-

sation in supersonio ~nd tunnels. However. most of these have not 

been systematio enough to supply the data needed to determine the 

threshold supersaturation ratio and thence add to our knowledge on 

the ef'feots of soale. 

Thus, the only additional ~bli8hed data. known to the author. 

that is of value in this investig&tion. is that of Redington (17), 

who made pressure distribution measurements in an induotion-type 



supersonic wind tunnel at various values of initial water ~apor 

oontent and relative humid:lty. These results have been calculated 

in the form of threshold supersaturation ratio va. temperature, 

also, and are presented in Fig. le 

Pur£Ose of the Present Inve8ti~ation 

At the inoeption of the present research program (1946), the only 

existing experimental data on the spontaneous oondensationphenomena 

were those obtained from the superheated-steam experiments, the Wilson 

Cloud Chamber and the brief investigation of Oswatitsch. The Wilson 

Cloud Chamber data, as has been pointed out, are primarily of value 

in understanding the phenomena. under quasi~stationary conditions. The 

dynamio effect, i.e., the deviation from the quasi-stationary state, 

discussed in Par-bi II ... A and V, together with the high temperature at 

which the condensation takes plaoe, in the flow of superheated steam 

is suoh that the data obtained therefrom are not direotly a. pplicable 

to the problem of the spontaneous oondensation in a mixture of water 

vapor and air f,lowing in a supersonic wind tunnel" 

Henoe, the need existed for a systematio investigation of the 

probleJll rrOO1 the viewpoint or the supersonio wind tunnelo Suoh an 

attack was neoessary from the praotioal point or view in order that 

a oriterion for condensation-rree flow in supersonic wind tunnels 

could be developed to prov:ide a basis for the design of wind-tunnel 

drying equipment. Of much more importanoe, from the theoretioal 

viewpoint. was the need rOT an understanding or the mechanism of 

the spontaneous collapse of the supersaturated system. A meohanism 
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had been propounded from purely theoretioal oonsiderations and it was 

desirable to determine 19.) whether the theory adequately explains the 

prooess under the a8sumpt~ons involved or whether the prooess takes 

plaoe in 8.. region where the theory is invalid. b) the dynamio a.nd 

soale effects, .a.8suming the theory is <;lorreot for a quasi=etationa.ry 

0) information as to the value of the surfa.ce tension of 

water at lOW" temperatures and for very small droplets, where no data 

exist at the present time, by working ba.c~rd from the experimental 

data under the assumption that the thaory 1s valid.. d) the effects 

of low temperatura and e) the ohange in flow parameters downstream 

of the region of spontaneous oondensation. 

From the results of the present investigation a number of theBe 

• 
aims have been aocomplishedJ however .. muoh additional work is needed 

berore the meohanism of spontaneous oondensation oan be said to be 

oompletely understood. 
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P.AR'f II 

THERMODYWAlIUC FUNDA.MF.NTAlS 

The IsentroJ?io Expansion of a Vapor 

Any vapor whose latent heat is large will approach saturation 

when it is cooled by means of an isentropio expansion and» if the 

expansion is carried far enough, will reaoh a supersaturated state. 

Saturation is defined hera in the standard mannar. namely» a vapor is 

saturated When it is in equilibrium with a plane surfaoe of its liquid 

or solid phase at the SIl.."JlO temperature. as many molecules pass iug in 

uni t time from the liquid or solid to the vapor phase as from. tha vapor 

to the liquid o~ eolid phase. The partial pressure of the vapor is 

ind$pendent of the presence of other vapors or gases, beinG a funotion 

of temperature only. A vapor and Ii. gas are distinguished here aocord .. 

iug to their true definitions; ioe •• the substanoe is called a gas 

if its temperature is aboVe the critioal temperature. while if its 

temperature i8 below this value it is called a vapor .. 

The requirement of an isentropio expansion ra.ther, than oompression 

of a vaP,Or of large la.tent heat in order t~ produce saturation. ~ be 

shown in the following manner (in all following analyses. the vapor is 

assumed to follow the perfeot gas ~aw~ an assumption that 1s in general 

well justified in the present applioation)l 

Consider a vapor undergoing an isentropio process 

r 

p' = 
v 

r -/ 
constamt'T (2.1 ) 
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or, differentiating logarithmioally, 

whenoe, 

where, 

P~.t ('r ..., wlas-s" (Iff 

dpv = ~ dT 
Pv r -I T 

r = rat:i,.o of the speoifio heats of the vapor 

R r.:: universal gas oonstant 

~ = moleoular weight of the vapor. 

(202 ) 

These equations are, in general valid only when the vapor is in 9. 

pure state 0 If. for example. a mixture of water vapor and dry air 

were to undergo a.n isentropio ohange of state. it oan be shown that 

the entropy of both the water vapor a.nd the dry air will change during 

the prooess. 

The entrop,y of the mixture of dry air and water vapor 1s 

or, 

where the subsoripts He. nand "vtt refer to dry air a.nd water vapor. res~ 

Wv 
peotively, and x =-- is the ratio qy weight of the water vapor to the 

Wa 
dry air in a given volume of humid a.ir. x is oalled the mixing ratio 

'Ny 
and is related to the speoifio humidity, 9- = We. +~, by the expression 
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·x 

l+x • 

utilizing the S;eoond Law of Thermodynamics • equation (2 0 4) beoomes 

(205 ) 

Since the mixing ratiO'remains oonstant for a given mass of humid 

air as long a8 there iano evaporation. oondensation or mixing with 

air masses of different mixing ratio. it follows that 

where 

or. differentiating logarithmiaally. 

(2.7) 

Combining equations (205) and (20?)t. 

dT 
R(-.-L +~) 

rna. hlv dp 

cPa. + xCPv' P 
(2,,8 ) 

T 

Thus. the ohange in entrppy of the dry air or watervapor g as the mixture 

undergoes an isentropio prooess. is obtained from equations (2.8) and 



f
' 1++ _/l 
1+';( Cpv J 

cPa. j-

(2.9) 
R dpo. 

=-.--

and 

(2.10 ) 

Hence, the water vapor and the 'dry air would undergo isentropio' 

changes of state only it' c = 'CPa/C Pv , ioe., it' ~:'Pv = BlaCPaa Assuming 

a value for x of 0.02, which corresponds approximately to that of air 

sa'burated with water vapor at standard pressure and a temperature of 

3000 K., the factor on the right hand side of equation (2.10) beoomes 

[
00642 _ 1J = 0.20 and henoeoannot ordinarily be oonsidered negligible*o 
0.535 ' 

The equation for the variation of the partial pressure 01 water vapor 

with temperature, oorresponding to equation (2.3) for,a purevapor, is 

obtained from equation (2.8) as 

(2.11) 

* Reference should be made to Appendix III for the possible errors involv~ 
ad in negleoting the presenoe of water vapor in the air-in the determin
ation of' Mach number p T/To. eto. in supersonio noztl~s 0 



The variation of the saturation vapor pressure with temperature is 

related to the latent heat of vaporisation by the Clausius-Clapeyron 

equation 

dpc<> L __ =_J __ _ 
.dT T V-v-v:g 

(2.l2 ) 

where? c>o is the aaturation vapor pressure oorresponding to a partiou-

1ar temperature, L is the latent heat of vaporization and V-v and \J-..e 

are the speoifio volumes of-the vapor phas~ and liquid phase, r.espectively_ 

Negleoting ~he speoific volume of the liquid phase relative to the vapor 

phase, equation (2.12) beoomes 

d Po<> L 
--=--

dT Tv: v 

L tJv =-.--....:....-
T R 

--T 
mv 

(2.13 ) 

By oomparing equation (2013) with (2.3) or (Zell), it is seen that 

if' 1/1' > CPv then the saturation vapor pressure inoreases with inoreaa-

ing temperature more rapidly than does the vapor pressure. Henoe, with 

deoreasing temperature, as in an expansion, the ratio Pv/Poo , oalled 

the relative humidity or supersaturation ratio, oontinually inoreases 

until saturation and supersaturation are obtained. The ratios of equation 

(2.13) to (2.3) and of (2 .. 13) to (2.11) as a function of temperature are 

plotted i.n Fig. 2 for pure water vapor en d for water "m.por in air. 

The two main ccmponents of air, nitrogen and oxygen, become vapors 

o 0 below their critieal temperatures of' 126 Ko and 154 K., respeotively. 

Hence, it is to be expected that, as an expansion proeeedsto temperatures 

below these values. saturation and Bupersaturation with respeot to either. 
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or both, of these components will be reached. 

The Sflllle developnent as was used in equations (204j through (2.11) 

for a mixture of water vapor and dry air is valid for a mixture of' 

nitrogen and oxygen. However, in this caSe it is apparent that both 

the nitrogen and oXygen undergo an isentropic ohange of state since, 

referring to equation (2.10), mN cPN = lY)o Gp = 3:47 at oOc. Renoe j 
2. Z z 02, 

both the nHrogen and oxygen expand independently of the other and 

equation (2.3 j can be used directly. 

The rates '" h t t t' d
POo

/ dpv or appr08.c 0 sa ura ~on, dT dT , for both 

nitrogen and oxygen are plotted in Fig. 2, a1so o Inoluded, too, as a 

matter of interest, are the values for pure oarbon dioxide and fo~ 

carbon dioxide in air~ 

It is interesting to note, from Fi~e 2, that·the rate of approach 

to saturation of the.water vapor in air is, for a $iven temperature, 

approximately 20~ greater than that of pure water vapor. Henoe, for 

the same rate of expansion, the water vapor in air hecomes supersaturated 

more quickly than doeR the pure water vaporo 

The faot tpnt all the curves start from zero sh~ that, for the 

vapors oonsider~d herein l an isentropic expansion produoes a deorease 

in the supersaturation until the temperature' corresponding to a value 

, dPoo/ dpv 
of, UUl..t'.f for dT dT is reaohed. Continual expansion then 

causeS the supersaturation to start increasing~ Similarly# ror any 

vapor whose latent heat is small,i.e., L < CPvT, an isentropic oompres-

sion is required in order for saturation to be approached. 



Inoonsidering the possibility of oxygen and/or nitrogen oonden.... 
sation i~ the light of pre8ent~day experienoe W1th water vapor oonden-

sation.,one important faotor that is often overlooked is that at 

corresponding temperatures the latent heat of water is of the order 

of ten times that of either nitrogen or oxygen and henoe the pressure 

inorease·. when oondensation of the nitrogen or oxygen does oocur. 

will be muoh less ,significant than in thb case of water vapor oon,den-

sation. 

Ba The Change in the Supersaturation of a Vapor on Ps.ssing Through a 

Shook wave. 

In the preceding seotion it was seen that the isentropio expang~~n 

of an unsaturate~ vapor resul t8 in saturation and then supersaturation 

of the vaporo It is of interest to determine how the inorease in super-

saturation is a:ffeoted by the ooourrenoe' of a non-isentropio pl"oceS8 at 

some s~ge of the expo.nsion. In partioular. it is desired to determine 

the e:ffeot of a shook wave on the su~r8aturation of water vapor in 

air that is being expanded isentropioally in a supersonionoEzleo 

Considering the one-dimensional shock case. it :follows immediately 

from the equations for the oonservation of mass. momentum and energy 

,acrOB!!! a normal shook (equations (101)" (1 0 2) and (1 .. 3) of Appendix I. 

for q = 0) that 

.* &ee equation (loll). Appendix I. 



where subsoripts 1 and 2 refer to conditions immediately in ~ront or 

and behind the shock. respeot'1vely, and <f' .is the ratio of the 

.speoirio heats ror the mixture of water vapor and dry air. 

utilizing the perfeot gas law, this equation oan be written in 

the form 

or, 

( 

J I) 2;:/ R 
( p - p ) - + - = - - (T - T ) 

t :2 PI pz ?/-I m I Z 

!+Ji 
fz 

(2.14 ) 

Sinoe the preoeding equations refer to the 'mixture of water vapor 

and dry air, it will be neoessary to use some of the relationships of 

the preoeding seotion between the water vapor and -I:;he mixture in order 

to arrive at an equation that oan be oompared with the Clauaius-Clapeyron 

relationo 

Thus, 

Moreover, 

and 

from equatio:tl (2.7), 

L1py L2..p 
--=--' 

PVI PI 

cpc/ xc Py 
= cPv' . cp = 

R 
-=R 
m 

I + "X 

( _I +~) 
rna. mv 

I + 'X-

cPo.. 
--+x 
cPv 

I + 'X-
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Henoe, equation (2.14) beoomes 

LJ Pv PV, 2. PV1 
--=cp--' ---= c p '--

I.:l T .E... T I +~ v!!..- T 
m' Pz mv I 

c+ 'X 

2 

i+JL 
f'z 

The ohange in the saturation vapor pressure aoross the shook is 

given by the Cla.usius...c1apeyron equation (2 .. 13) in the form 

Compe.ri,lg equation (2.13a) with (2.15), it is apparent that the 

supersaturation 1s d'eoreased in passing through the shook as long as 

(2.15) 

(2.13&) 

o· the tem.per.ature bofore the shook is les8 than 550 K., since 0 below this 

temperature, 
L, cPa./ cPv +~ 2 

- ';> C):J • --=--- regardless of the 
7j v C + x I + PI/P

Z
' 

strength of the shook. 

c. Equilibrium Between a Liquid Drop and its Vapor 

In order to obtain an understanding of the meohanism whereby a 

supersaturated vapor may exist in a atable, or more preoisely a meta-

stable, state and whereby it may oollapse with the attendant formation 

of liquid droplets, it is neoessary to oonsider the equilibrium between 

a liquid drop and its supersaturated vaporo 

Consider. an heterogeneous system oonsisting of the,vapor phase 

(denoted by subsoript v), the liquid phase (denoted by subsoript 1 ) 

and 8. a urfaoe of disoontinuity separating these two phases. The state 

of eaoh phase m&y be speoified by its volume, V, its entropy. S, and, 

to allow i'or the transt'er of m!'J.8 s t'rom one phase into the other, the 
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mass of the BubstanQ.e. n, measured in molea. 

The primary oondition for thermodynamio equilibrium between the 

vapor phase and the liquid phase is that the variation of the total 

internal energy vanish for all possible virtual ohanges of the para .. 

meters of the system (see, e.g. Epstein (18))0 The interna.l energy, 

being a~ extenBi"ll"e property. is the sum of the internal energy of 

eaoh phase and the.energy a$sooiated with the surfaoe of disoontin-

uity separating them, whioh is 8. funotion of the area and ourvature 

of the surfaoe. 

Therefore, 

(2.16 ) 

is the condition for equilibrium between 8. liquid droplet a.nd its vapor, 

where cP is the molar th~rmodynrunio ~tential. (j the surface tension. 

Z the area and 0 the ourvature of the surfaoe. 

Gibbs (19) has ~hO'W11- that the surfaoe of disoontinui ty can be 

looated in such a way that'C = 0 and still retain its physioal signifi~ 

oanoe. He oalls this surface the ~urf8.oe of Tension~. 

Consider. 'now, the follOWing three possible variationS1 

a) a Y = 8 Vo = 6 h = 8 h n = S '.8 = 0 
V A:. V -<. 

then equation (2.16) becomes 
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or 

(2.17 ) 

Henoe. in thermodynamic equilibrium. the temperature is uniform 

throughout .. 

then. 

(2.18) 

And. if the liquid phase i8 assumed to be a spherioal droplet, equation 

(2.18) beoomes 

(2.19) 

Thus. the pressure within the liquid droplet is greater than that 

of the Vtlpor by the amount 2 ~ .. Equation (2 .. 19) was first developed 
r 

by Lord Kelvin rrom.meohanical considerations and is generally referred 

to in his name" 
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then. 

whenoe, 

Thus, when the free transport of mass is allowed, the molar 

thermodyxUunic potential is uniform throughout. 

In the oa3e of ohemioally pure phases, as oonsidered herein, 

,l., F . i 
~ ~- and ~8 ndependent of n. 

n 

or 

Hanoe. 

dF 5· V 
d cp = -"", - - d T +- d p 

h h n 

At oonstant temperature, equation (2.21) beoomes 

RT 
-- dpv =~ dpn 

iJv . .(. 

V 
where lJ- =n 

Integrating, with the assumption that the liquid phase is 

inoompressible (vl = oonstant)~ 

or, 

(2,,20 ) 

(2.21 ) 

(2022 ) 
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where, Poe is the saturation vapor pressure oorresponding to a 

droplet, of' in:f'inite radius, i.e., a plane sur!'aoe of water. utiliz-

tng equatiqn (2.19) in (2.22)~ 

Since (Pv - Poo ) 
(f' 

is normally negligible in oomparison with 2 ~ • 

equation (2.23) reduces to the familiar Thomson-Gibbs equation, 

(2.24 ) 

Equation (2.24) is valid provided r > 10-6 
OMo, sinoe it has been 

implioitly a88umed in the derivation of equation (2. 24) that the surface 

ten8ion 18 independent of r, whioh is true only for values of' r above 

this apuroximate value. A plot of equation (2024) in the form of 

P· Ip vs. r for various values of T is shown in Fig. 3, both for vi 00 

the oase where ~ is considered independent of' r and where the,depen

dence on r, as developed b.1 Tolman (see Fig. 16), is taken into aooount. 

Thus at room temperatures, it is not until the droplet beoomes of 

the order of the wave-length of visible light and smaller that the 

effeots of ourvatUre on the saturation vapor pressure beoomes important. 

The ei'feot of deoreasing temperature, however, is suoh as to increase 

the ratio pv/Poo for a given size droplet, inasmuoh as cr IT inoreases' 

with deoreasing temperatureo Conversely~ for a given ,supersaturation 

ratio, the 81£e required of a droplet in order for it to be in equili= 

brium inoreases as the temperature deoreaseso 
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It will be sean in Part IV that the value attained by the 
\ 

supersaturation ratio is, i~ acme oases, 80 large that the rad~u8 

as determined by the Thornzon-Gibbs equation, assuming the extrapola-

- ~ tion of cr to low temperatures ~s oorrect, is or the order of 10 om., 

Since this value is of the order of the radius of a water vapor moleoule, 

the medium has long since ceased to be a oontinuum and henoe the equation 

has no signifioano8., 

D., The Spontaneous Formation of Liquid Droplets or Ioe Partiqles 

It was s~en in the preceding seotion that t'or 8. given supersaturation. 

p/p (Xl 0 there correS ponds a particular droplet of cbs.raoteristio radius. 

r*, such that for r < r'" the droplet vaporizes and for r > r* the droplet 

grOW8o It has .bean shown that the effects ot' foreign nuclei and ions 

are negligible in the 08.S8 of oondensation in wind tunnels and that, 

even in the absence of suoh nuolei, oondensation oocurs in the Wilson 

Cloud Cbrun.ber. Hence. the origin of condensation must be found here in 

fluotuationsand a statistioal approaoh must theret'ore be used to 

determine the probability of formation of droplets of the charaoteristio 

radius 0 This metthod of approaoh was t'irst used by Volmer (20) and refer ... 

anoe should be made to hill work for a more detailed analysiso 

The probability. P, for the formation of the oharaoteristio radius 

droplet is given by Boltzmann~s principle 
f:J.W 

kT 
P =A- e 

where. ~w is the work o~ formation of the droplet 

k = Boltzmabn'S constant 

A = oonstant of proportionality 

(2025 ) 



The total work of formation is the differenoe between the work 

done against the aurfaae tensio~ and the work done qy the pressure 

foroeso 
. 2 

The area of the droplet inorease& from 0 to 41fr. while the 

volume inoreases from,"Q to 4/8 11'r*S, henoe. the work dona against 

the 8 urfaoe tension is 

*z 
.41rr ·cr 

and the work done by the pressure forces is 

4 *3 
C~-Pv)-1rr 

3 

or, using the Kelvin relation, 

this work release beoomes 

2 2. 
- x 41Tr* (T 

.3 

Whenoe~ the total work of formation of the droplet i8 

41rr* 20-
iJ.W= 3 

(2,,19 ) 

(2026 ) 

&inoe the frequenoy of' f,ormation, J.' of droplets of' the oharaoter-

istia size is proportional to the probability, P, J is given 'oy 

J= K'e 

fJ.W 

kT 
= K·e 

z 
411r* 0-

3kT 

or, using the Thamaon=Gibbs relation, equation (2.24) 

(2.27 ) 
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161ra- mv No 

(2\.26) 

where, 

m :::: moleoular weight of the vapor v . 

No C Avogadro's number = 6.023 x 1023 moleoules/mole 

R C Universal ~s constant c.80315 x 107 ergs/moleJO Ko 

0z :::: density of the liquid phase 

pvipoo = supersaturation ratio. 

Sinoe the Thomson-Gibbs equation was utilized in arriving at the 

£inal equation for the nuolei formation frequenoy. equation (2028), it 

was implioitly assUIlIed that thermal equilibrium is maihtained during 

the formation of the droplets, i&6., that the neoe&sa~ transport of 

the iatent heat of 'Vaporization aWay from the surfaoe of the droplet 

is provided for in order that the droplet temperature be equal to the 

temperature of the surrounding medium. It is evident that if the 

temperature of the droplet of oharacteristio radius is higher than that 

of the vapor. the droplet will ve.porize, sino~ in this oase, a higher 

vapor pressure 1s required in order f'or the droplet to be stableo 

The.oonsiderations utilized in obtaining equation (2028) leave 

the oonstant of proportionality, K, undetermined. Several investigators 

have attempte d to ilnprove upon Volmer's del"i vat1ono A few of the attempts 

-are oonsidered in the next paragraph.. None of them, however, oan be said 
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to be adequate sinoe all of them essentially treat the process as 

stationary. a condition whioh 1s not well satisfied in practioeo 

E. Kinetic Considerations 

The determination of the constant of proportionalityg X, 1n the 

nuclei formation frequenoy equation has been attacked by slightly 

(21 ) 
different me,thods by a number of authors, including Zeldovich • 

Becker and ~ring (22). Volmer'" and Weber (2S), Farkas (24) and Stranskt 

and Ka1aohew (25). Frenkel (26) inoludes a. very satisfactory development 

of Volmer's approximate equation and presents Zeldovioh's method of 

obtaining an approximate solution to the Becker-Doring equation. 

" 
'" Charyk 

MS presented Becker and Doring's method of attaok and, therefrom, h.a.s 

determined the relationship between the threshold supersaturation ratio 

and the temperature for an assumed value for J ot 1',0000 

Wo attempt will be made here to present any of the above-mentioned 

methods in detail. Instead, only the fundamental approaoh. the basio 

assumptions and the final results will be oonsidered. 

In all oases. -the oonoept of a quasi-stationary phase transition 

prooess is utilized in which, through the purely statistical collision 

of -the vapor molecules. dro'plets are &$sumed to f'orm a nd grow oontinually 

1n a Bupersaturated vapor oontained in a large vessele The vapor is 

maintained in a stationary state by eliminating from the system droplets 

whi9h have reaohed a oertain size G larger than that of' n droplet g* of 

oharaoteristio radius and replacing them by an equivalent number of 

single molecules GNG• where G is the number of' moleoules in a droplet 

,.. 1000 oit. 
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of maximum allowed size and NG is the number of such droplets. 

In addition~ Vollner assumes that .the rate of growth of' all the 

droplets of' various sizes is proportional to the total number of' 

droplets of characteristio radius, N *' existing in the vapor at any 
g 

given instant and that the rate of' formation of these latter droplets 

is then given by the produot of the number of suoh droplets and the 

number of 8 Ingle molecules ()f the vapor" ~, that strik6 their sur.faoe 

in unit time. 

An expression' .for the total nwmber of' droplets of oharaoteristic 

radius is obtained by oonsidering the change in the tbermo~rnamio 

potential of' the system when a transition of' a given number of moleoules 

of the vapor phase into a nuoleus of the liquid phase ooours and then 

treating the nuclei 8.S the eoiutes of a ttdilute solution", the vapor 

phase being the solvent: 

where, 

N,* = N· e 9 

g* == number of moleoules in a nuoleus' of' oharaoteristio 

radius, r* 

N = total number of moleoules in the system 

IS! 

:::: liT + L gNg 
1 9=2 

~l = total number of vapor molecules. 

(2 .. 29) 

This same equation oan be obtained more easily rram a consideration 

of Bolt~nntB prinoipla. equation (2.25). and the work required to form 



a droplet o~ characteristio radius, equation (2026). Thus, 

. f'lWr 
---

Ng =C-8 kT (2.30) 

W'heno~. 
;: 

411r* cr 

3kT (2.29) . 

-where the oonstant of proportionality. C. is equal to the total number 

of moleoules in the system, N,eLS long as the number of' nuolei is small' 

oompared with the total number o.f Yapor moleoules. Equation (2.30 J, 

however, determines an equilibrium distribution of the nuclei with 

respeot to their size, whioh is essentially equivalent to Volmer's 

oonsideration. 

From kinetio theory oonsiderations, the number of' single moleoule s 
I 

striking the surfaoe of these droplets in unit time and per unit area 

is determined as 

(3= p 

--V Z'Jrm k T I 

where, p is the pressure and m the moleoular weighto 

Henoe, the Volm0r theory gives, as the equation £or the nuclei 

formation frequenoy: 

z 
411r* (f' 

3kT 

(2031 ) 

(2.32) 



" Becker and'Doring, on the other hand, derive the nuclei formation 

frequenoy from purely kinetic considerations, rejeoting the thermo~o 

oonBidera~ionB of Volmer bttt retaining the assumption of a quaai-station-

a.ry state. In a.ddition, they take into aooount the evapora.tion from the 

surfaoe of the drops as well as the process of' condens~tion. 

For an equilibrium distribution of droplets with respeot to their 

size, the following equation is valid~ 

''There 

Ng 5g c;{g = Ng_/ 5g _/ (3 

:N and N are the number of droplets oontaining g and (g-l) 
g g ... l 

moleoules, respeotively. 

S is the oorresponding surface area of the droplet. 

a is the probability that one moleoule leaves a unit 
g 

surfaoe area of a droplet containing g moleoules. 

is the probability that one moleoule condenses on a 

unit surfaoe ar.ea. 

Hence, denoting the number of droplets oontaining g moleoules under a 

non-equilibrium distribution by f s 
g 

Thus, J g repre~entB the inorease in the clasB (g) due to oondensation 

of the vapor on the surface of droplets in class (g-l). or the inorease 

in the olass (gol) due to evaporation of the droplets in olass (g). 



From equations (2033) and (2 .. 34). the ,rate of change of the number 

of droplets in a given olass is found to be 

(2.35 ) 

" Becker a.nd Doring then solve equation (2035) assuming a.) a stea.dy 

distribution in size. ioeo. 3fg / Bt :::: 0 and he.noe J ,= oonsta.nt. and 

b) that ~ i8 the average rate at whioh a molecule joins the droplet 

under equilibrium oondi~ionse These a.dditional assumptions. together 

with the boundary oondition fo ;. O. where G is the me.ximum-allowed size 

(0 > g*). determine a set of algebraio equations whioh they Bolve by 

means o~ an eleotrioal analogy (see also Charyk for details). 

The result then obtained is 

·e 

Or. with the aid of the Thomson-Gibbs equation (2.24):i 

/61r rn 2No 0-
3 

z 
411r-lf (T 

'frkT 
e 

1rl1ere. NISI is the total surfaoe area of the single molaoulesand g* 

is given by 

* 4 *3 pHo 
g =-111" --

3 Yn 

(2037 ) 

From kinetio theory oonsiderations. the quanti~J (~ HI 8 1 ) i8 eval .. 

uated a8 



where. :aT !:o: Avogadrols number = 6.023 :x 1023 moleoules/mole 
o 

R = Universal gas oonstant = 8.Bl x 107 ergsjOx./mole 

£ 0 = mean free path at &. T. P. 

or. 

if P is expressed in millimeters of meroury. 

"' Zeldovioh solves the Becker-Doring equation, under the SI'UIle 

assumption of a steaqy distribution, i.e., J = oonBtant~ b.Y an a~prox-

imate method tm.t is much simpler a.nd mor~ .straightforward than th&t 

" used by Becker and Doring a.nd arrives a.ta final equs.tion for the 

nuclei formation frequency that is almost identical to that of these 

authors. 

Even though the Beoker."OOring equa.tion for th~ nuclei formatio:Q, 

frequency oan be oonsidered to ~ the most aoourate one to-date, under 

the Assumptions involved, for desoribing the spontaneous oondensation 

process, it wilL be seen in the next seotion the.t serious limitations 

exist 'with regard "to the applioation of this equation to the 

problem of oondensation in wind tunnel8,& 

F. Limitations of Existing Theories 

The theories disoussed in the preoeding seotion have the following 

limitations when oonsid~red in the light of spontaneous oondensation in 

supersonio wind tunnelsf 
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1) The ra pidi ty of the expansion results in 1Bfil.rked deviations fr01n 

the quasi-stationary condition. Renoa the solutions are not adequate 
II 

and a ti~e-dependent solution of the basic Becker-Doring equation is 

aotually necessary. 

2) The degree of supersaturation attained prior to the collapse of the 

supersaturated state is so high that the number of moleoules in the 

oharacteristic-size droplet becomes of the order. of. ten or less. In 

this case there is no justifioation for considering "~" a continuous 

variable and replaoing 'the difference equation by a differential 

equation. 

3 j For such small droplets. the variation of the s ur:faoe tension with 

droplet radius must be taken into aoc9unt in the Thomson-Gibhs equaticne 

Tolman (27 J arrived at suoh a relationship from a oonsideration of Gibbs 

theory of surBaoe tension and the result, a~ applied to water droplets. 
'!> 

).n shovrn in Fig. 16. 

4) The temperature at whioh oondensation ooours is normally well below 

00 Co, in whioh region no data exist on the surface tension of water. 

even for large droplets g and henoe an extrapolation must be made. Th~ 

variation of surface tension with temperature, as obtained from the 

International Critical Tables (23), together with the questionable 

extrapolation to temperatures below 0
0 

C •• is presented in Fig. 15. 

5) The effect of the rate of growth of droplets on the surfaoe tension 

is unknown. 

The surface tension is partioularly troublesoJile in the nuolei 

formation frequency equation ~ince. as can be seen from equ. (2.37). 

it appears to the third power. in the exponent and henoe a small err.or 



in the sur.faoe tension can result in an appreoiable error in j. One 

favorable result in this regard. however, is the faot that, with 

deQreasing temperature, the error in J deoreases for a given error 

in (/. This is illustrated in Fig. 4, where the variation in the. 

error of J with temperature is presented for an error in ~ of 10~, 

i.e. 0-/ cr == 1.10. Even at the lawer temperatures it is seen that 

11 100;( error in J can result. 

These latter oonsiderations show that the application of the theory 

to the formation of ioe particles, rather than water droplets, oannot 

be made at this'time in view of the laok of data on the surfaoe energy 

of ioe. For this reason the theoretioal disoussion inoluded herein 

deals only with the formation of.' liquid dropletBo 
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PART III 

EXPERIMENTAL TECIfNIQUES 

Numerous different experimental teohniques were utilized in an 

effort to determine the location of the oollapse of the supersaturated 

state, the intensity of this oollapse, the reaul ting size and oonoen-

tration of droplets and the subsequent growth of these droplets, when 

humid.air is expanded in a wind tunnel. Sinoe some of the teohniques 

most useful for such measurements may be neW' to investigators 'in the 

field, a brief desoription of them is believed to be worthwhile, even 

though the full potentialities have not been realized in same OaS8S. 

Additional teohniques that may be applioable in same instanoes, but 

which were not used extensively in this investigation, are discussed 

brief'ly in Appendix IV .. 

A. Pressure Measurements 

The simplest and most logioal method for accurately determining 

the looation and intensity of the collapse of the supersaturated state 

in a wind tunnel is by means of static pressure measurementso This 

is due to the faot that the Budden release of he.at, i"e.Bulting from 

the spontaneous condensation. causes the flow parameters t~ deviate 

from their isentropio values at that point. Henoe. for given stagna-

tion conditions. the .looation of the oollapse is obtained from axi,al 

statio ~ressure distribution measurements as that point at whioh the 

ratio piPo starts divergi~g from the oorresponding isentropi~ curve. 

A similar method is to continuously decrease the stagnation relative 



humidity by raising the stagnation temperature and. observing the 

ohange in p/p at one looation in the no~zle as the oondensation 
o 

region Woves past it. This teohnique~ however. may (,ive misleading 

results. as will be pointed out in fart VI. 

The inten8i~ of the oollapse is determined, in these two 

teohniques, by the magui tude of the divengenoe from tha isentropio 

curve immediately after the collapse has taken plaoe, i.e~, the intensity 
. , . 

is measured by' the x-atio p,JPo ' ·whioh is obtained .from thepreasure 
, 

distribution measurements by taking the ratio of plpo immediately 

aftex- the oollapse (point "ell i)1 Fig. Sa.) to (p/po)' . tr . . leon op~c 

oorresponding ~0 the srune point in the tunnel (point "E" in ·'Pig.6a). 
, 

The d~oplet growtr oan be determined from the oha.nee in Po/Po 

downstream of the region of oollapse provided this growth is at 

the expense of the vapor and not of the sma.ller dro~lets~ 

The intenBit,y of collapse can also be determined b.y measuring 

t 

Po direotly by means of a total head tube. However, in this case, 

aooount must be ~ken of the change in stagnation pressure aoross 

the detaohed shook assooiated with the probee 

Be Optical Methods 

1. Sohlieren 

The looationof the start of spontaneous oondensation 

oan be determined with fair aoouraoy 'rJy means of S:ohlieren observa-

tiona in those oaseS where the heat release is SUdden enough and 

of such a magnitude .as to oause a sharp "oondensation shock"e 



The experiments to be discussed in the next chapter have shown 

that under such oonditions the location 8,5 observed in the Sohlieren 

and that determined ~om pressure distribution measurements'are in 

very good agreement. From a. knowledge of the area. ratio at that 
, , 

station in the nozzle observed in the Schlieren, the pres~ure ratio, 

etc., immediately prior to oondensation oan be oaloulated direotly. 

The "condensation shooks" observed during the course of 

this experimental program, together with those of' Hermann and .the 

NAeA, tend to conf'irin the f'act that the so-called "X-shocks lf ooour 

in rapidly di~erging nozzles, while normal or slightly curved con-

densation shocks ooour in slowly diverging anes. This is to be 

expeoted in view of the f'act that the flow parameters are not oon-

stant over a cross-section of a rapidly diverging nozzle, and thus 

the ,condensation takes plaoe at the wall first, where the expansion 

is the greatest. However, it is still not olear whether the oondensa-

tion ooourr.mgat the wall oreates a disturbanoe that is proPogated 

downstream in th~ form. of the X-shock or whether the oollapse takes 

place aODoaS the no~zle in'such a form. In addition, there may be 

secondary effects. suoh as boundary layer separation i~mediately 

downstream of the region of intense oondensation, that further 

oomplioate the problem. 

Sohlieren observations of the shoek wave attaohed to a 
, 

oone or wedge of known angle oan also be utilized to obtain quan-

titative information on the oondensation prooess. suoh as the' ohange 
. . 

in Maoh number with change in water vapor oontent, but this technique 
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has limited acouracy, and may give in~orrect results (see Part VIl,B). 

At very low densities the Schlieren method loses its 

utility sinoe th~ shock waves beoome so weak as to be barely discern-

ible, while with little or,contin~ous heat addition a shock wave of 

finite strength does not exist. 

2. Rayleigh LiGht Scatterin~ 

When a monochromatic light of given intensity traverses 

a medium oontaining particles whose linear dimensions are small com-

pared with the wave-length of the light, the well-knmTn phenomenon 

of light soattering takes place, the intensity of the scattered 
, 

liGht being 1b1v~ hy the equation due to Lord Rayleigh (29)1 

where, 

I Z 
.!..L = (f - (J) (I + C05 Z ) 
10 ,p2.. (3 

(3.1 ) 

Ip = intensity of the scattered light observed at an 

angle ~ to the incid~nt light 

I == 
0 

intensity of the inoident light 

pi :0= de,ns i ty of the particles 

F == density of the medium 

11 = num'her of particles 

V == volume of the partioles 

A == wave-length of the'monochromatio light 

d = distance of the observer from the pa.rticles. 

The light soattering technique is probably the simplest 

method for qualitatively observing oondensetionin wind tunnels, 

since the intenaitw of light scattered ?Y the droplets is very 
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high, whil~ the humid' air immediately upstream or the condensation 

exhibits no observable soattering whatsoever. Hence. the location 

of the start of oondensation is readily discer~ible,and agrees 

with that d~termined by pressure distribution measurements within 

. . + 
the aoouraoy of the teohnique (about _ I rom.). This accuraoy 

oan ~ inoreased somewhat by using a Nicol prism or Polaroid lena 

and observing the appearance and disappearanoe of the soattered 

light 8.S the prism is rotated about the null point. This appearance 

and disa ppearanoe takes place when the soa ttered Ii Ght. as in pure 

Rayleigh scattering. is plane polarized. If the linear dimensions 

of the partioles are not small in comparison ~th t~ wave-length, 

the scattered ~ight will not be Polane polarizedj in fact in this 

case ordinary diffuse refleotion from the surface of the partioles 

and not true soattering results. 

In all of the light soa.ttering observations of the start 

of oondensation undertaken in this inve8tigation~ the soattered 

lit;ht was found to be plane polarized and, moreover, was .found to 

be blue when white incident light was used. Both of these facts 

lead to the oonolusion that the droplet5 are small enough for the , 

Rayleigh soattering formula to be valid. lienee,· even t;~,ough this 

equation oannot be solved for the number or sizeoi' droplets 

uniquely. it will be possible to set some upper and lower bounds 

on these values. at least as to order of magnituder 

Assuming d = 10 am. and A ~ Oe48 x 10-4 em. and taking 

f ::::: 10-3 gm./om3 ., equation (3 .. 1) beoomes approximately: 
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when the observer is normal to the incident light. 

If the Rayleigh equation holds for droplets up to 10-6 cm. 

in radius (the linear dimension of the droplet corresponding to 

about 0.04 /1 ) then. for 0.1 < 113/10 -< 1 0 0, 

12 13 
/0 -< n < 10 

which represents an approximate lower bound for the n',nuber of dropletao 

The Dl.aximum. number of dr?plets is obtained when the "droplet" 

oontains only one molecule. Using the radius of the water vapor 

molecule as oaloulated from Van der Waals t equation. r :: 1.4 x l()~ 

am., the following upper limit is obtainedt 

for O. i < I~/Io < 1.0, 1023 < n 

Sinoe~ from a measurement of the intensity of the incident 

and scattered light. the product nr6 can be determined, it will .be 

possible to determine the ave ra~e rfi\.dius of the droplets fairly 

. ct h 
accurately if same other teohnique determines the produot or • were 

a is some power other than the sixth. Suoh a technique is that of' 

measuring the pressure distribution, inasmuch as the departure from 

the isentropia curve is proportional to the amount of water vapor 

condensed out of the aystemi ~ram which·the produot nr3 oan be 

obtained. The ratio of the values given by these two different 

teohniq'Uea determines r3. and hence the error in r will be relatively 

small. 

A teohnique that has been found to be of value in 
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determining the relative intensities of the inoident and the 

soattered light is that of separately photographing each one at the 

same exposure time and thenoe making microphot~meter traces from 

the negativeso In the present investigation. however. the intensity 

of the scattered light in the Laval notzle tests was too low to 

enable proper photographs to be taken. 
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PART IV 

MEAStEEMENTS OF THE COLLAPSE OF THE SUPERSATURATED STArn 

A. Apparatus 

The present series or experiments was pe~formed mainly in a 

small Laval nozzle and in the GALeIT 2.5" x 2.5" supersonio and 

4" x 10", nee 2" x 20", transonio wind tunnels. In addition, Mr. 

A.. E<f Puckett has generously furnished valuable data from the 

J. P. L. 12*' x 12" supersonio wind tunnel and Bome preliminary 

results from the GAL9IT hypersonio wind tunnel G 

The Laval nozile ~ a two-dimensional, straight~sided, 

symmetrioal nozzle of reotangular oross-section. The straight 

diverging walls had an inoluded angle of 4 0 and were raired 

into the throat by means of a large arbitrary radius. The other 

two walls were ~th of plate glass, when optical measurements were 

being made, while one of these was replaoed by a metal plate oon-

baining axially distributed statio pressure holes for the pressure 

distribution measurements. 

In order to facilitate light soattering observations, the 

nozzle blooks were made of Luoite, the flat sides of whiohwere 

painted with optioal blaok paint. The inoident light oould then 

be directed through one of the nozzle blooks and the soattered 
ih " 

I ~ .: 

light observed at an angle ofi;90~ through one of the glass walls. 

This teohnique possessed the additional advantage that the inoident 

liCht could be fooused at a particular. looation in the nozzle qy 

means of suitable lenses. 
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Humid air rro~ the building oompressed air supply was introduoed. 

through a quiok-opening valve, into the stagnation chamber and thenoe 

through the no~zle into the atmosphere (see Figo 5). The stagnation 

temperature was measl,lred by means or a thermooouple and a self'-

balanoing potentiometer; while the stagnation pressur~, beoe.use or 

its high value, W9.8 measured with a standard pressure gage. The. dew 

point was measured by oonduoting a small amount or the air in the 

stagnation ohamber through a ohamber housing a oarbon-dioxide-oooled 

mirror to the atmosphere. The pressure in the dew point indioator 

was measured in order that, wi~h the measured value of the dew point, 

the aottlal partial pressure of the water vapor under stagnation 

oonditions could be~etennined. (See Appendix II for sample oa10u1a-

tiona ). 

The stagnation relative humidity of the air haa been found to 

be the main parameter that determines where the oollapse of the super-

saturated state is to ooeur. This quantity is varied in the Laval 

nozzle tests simply by ohanging the stagnation pressure, inasmuoh as 

the partial pressure of the water vapor varies direotly with the air 

pressure and henoe, also, for a constant stagnation temperature, does 

the stagnation rele,tive humidity, <PvfP 00)0" 

, 
It was found in the light soattering tests in the Laval nozzle 

that, as the stagna~ion pressure was increased from 10 psig to the 

maximum available pressure of 50 psig, the looation of the start or 

oondensation moved upstream about one-half' an inoh.. 'l'heret'ore, ror 

the pressure distribution meaaurements, the statio pressure' holes, 
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of about.0.0135~ diameter, were ~~ially located in the steel plate 

at 1/8 tf intervals over a !!tangs of 1-3/S" a.nd so situated as to 

bracket the movement of the start of condensation. Downstream of 

this region a greater interval was used. The pressures were in-

dian-ted on a ooral,lry :manol~etl3r, · .. :hich could bo read. "nth an accuracy 

11-of about _ 0.1 mm. fig. 

In addition to the light soattering and pressure distributio~ 

measurements, Sohlieren observations were made and the diffraction 

ring technique, disoussed in Appendix IV, was investigatede 

The GALCIT 2 1/2" x 2 1/2" supersonic wind tunnel 1s of' the 

olosed-return type with plate glass side walls and interohangeable 

nozzle blocks, designed f'or Mach numbersof 1.6, 2.0, 3.2 and 4.4, 

oomprising the top and bottom walls. In addition there was an 

adjustable noule that coulQ cover the Mach number range from 1.2 

to 2.0. The stagnation conditions were lIIeasured in the sa.me mAnner 

as in the Laval nozzle tests with the exception of the stagnation 

pressure, whioh could be read on a manometer. 

For all of these Maoh num~?ers, the prooedure of' reoording the 

statio pressure at same looation in the test seotion, as the initial 

relative humidity was deoreased step-by-step. was used. This 

deorease in relative humidity was accomplished b.Y drying the air in 

successive stages until no change could be observed in the statio 

pressure. 

For the lower Mach numBer tests, up to and inoluding 2.0, 

additional investigations were made by taking a statio pressure 
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survey from the droplet-free air through and downs~ream of the 

.egian of oondensation. Due to the laok of statio pressure holes 

along the side wails of the tunnel. a long metal tube that oompletely 

spanned the length of the nozzle blooks was looatedon the axis of 

the tunnel. This tube was supported at one end by the sting in the 

test section a.nd at the other by a str.ut looated in the extreme 

forward part of the subsonic seotion. A single .statio pressure 

hole was drilled normal to the axis of the tube at suoh a looation 

that the pressure ~iBtribution through the condensation region 

could be determined by moVement of the tube 8.8 a whole. The static 

pressure at each locatio'll of the statio hole was then measured by 

means of" a manometer, while the stagnation conditions were held 

oonstant. 

S,ehlieren observations were made oonourrently during theBe 

investigations, as were light scattering.observations. For the 

latter. however, the solid metal nozzle blooks neoessitated using 

the relatively orude teohnique of shining a light through the glass 

side walls atas,.8.oute an angle to the axis of the tunnel as could 
I • 

be aohi'~ved a.nd observing the light soa.ttered normal to the axis. 

Nevertheless. this prooedure sufficed as far as qualitative observa-

tion~ were conoeTned. since the start of oondensation and its 

progression downstream were very distinot. 

The GALCIT 4fl x 10" Transonio Wind Tunnel is also of the , 

olosed return type. but has several advant8.g88 over the 2.5ft x 2.51! 

Supersonio Wind Tunnel that make it very well sui ted for the in-
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vestigation of oondensation phenomena: a) a flexible no%zle 

oomprises the bottom wall of the nozzle. while the top wall is 

straight and hence is essentially the oentral streamline of a 

tunnel of twice the height; thus a oomparison between the data 

l'rom this tunnel and that from t.he laval nozzle tests is of value 

in determining the effeot of Bcale on the condensation phenomena, 

b) the S ohlieren windows are removable and can be. re plaoed with 

plates containing olojely 8pa~d statio pressure holes for pressure 

~istribution measurements and 0) the stagnation temperature oan 

be varied over a wide range whioh, in oonjunotion with the wind 

tunnel dryer, allowed a wide variet,y of initial relative and speoific 

humidities to be obtainedo 

Prior to its redesign into the present 4" x,lO~ or08s-seotion p 

the Transonio Wind Tunnel had a 2" x 20~ test seotion and provisions 

for mounting various two-dtmensional airfoil seotions between the 

two Sohlieren windows. Although no measuremente were ms.de at that 

time of the start of oondensation. numerous light soattering and 

·Sohlieren photographs were taken of the flow over 8.. l2~ thiole. 

bi-oonvex airfoil when oondensation was present. For these investi

gatione. a Luoite window was fa~hioned into the top nozzle blook, 

through whioh the light f'rom two photoflood lampe passed into the 

test seQtion. The soattered light was then photographed through 

one of' the Sohlieren windows on the side wall. Sohlieren and light 

soattering piotures oould thus be taken wi thin a very short time of" 

one another. The results of these investigations are disouBsed in 

Part VIII. 
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Bo Reaul ts and Disoussion 

The results of the pressure distribution measurements obtained 

from the Laval .nozzle tests are plotted in Figures 6a, b, and 0 in 

the form of plpo va. the ax~al distanoe along the noz&le measured 

from an arbitrary seotion upstream of the throat. The isentropio 

ourve as oaloulated frODl the area.;.ra-bio is shown, also, together 

with the pressure distribution as measured from teats using oom-

meroially dry nitrogen. (It should be pointed out that, as was 

found in this investigation, even the oommercially obtainable -dry" 

nitrogen contains a suffioient amount of water vapor as to result 

in oondensation ocourring at high Maoh numbers.) It is readily 

apparent from these ourves that the looation of the oollapse of 

the supersaturated state moves downstream 8.S the initial relative 

humidity deoreases! i.e_, as Po deoreases. Sinoe ~hewater vapor 

oontent, as expressed by either the mixing ratio or the speoifio 

humidity, remained praotioally oonstant throughout this series of 

tests. it is to be expeoted that the intensity of the oollapse, 
.. 

i.e. the total ~unt of water vapor condensed out in the prooess, 

would be the same in all oases. This expeotation is not borne out 

in the present investigations, as an examination of Fig. 6 ShOWBo 

It is seen that the intensity of the oollapse oontinually deorea88s 

as the initial relative ~umidity is deoreased o This is apparently 

due to a continual ihoreas8 in oondensation prior to the final oollapse, 

as illustrated by the oontinual divergen~e from the isentropio 



curve. The calcula+.ions in Apoendix III sh~v that, for ~he low 

mi::dnr; ratios present in. th0Se te~ts (a1)out :3 x 10""3 gmt3/grA). the 

is!>ntt"opic curve for dl"'J air is prp,otiMlly coincident with that 

for humid B:ir and hence the nronounced diverE;ence of the humid air 

ourves from the isentropio oannot be dU6 to neglecting tho effeot 

of the ~reoe~ce of the vapor. 

The total amount of water vapor co~densed out of tht~. system, 

i.e., inolu~ing thp. oond~nsatio~ prior to collapse as well as that 

a. t the collapse, is evid.ent.Iy nep.!"ly thE' sume in £\11 cases, s inne 

all of the ourves approaoh each other downstream of tho collapse. 

Hence, it 1s ooncluded that, for a given nozzle, the total amount 

of water vapor condensed out depends only upon the water vnpor con,... 

tent of tho air, whereas the location of the collapsA ~opends only 

upon tho initial relative humidity. 

If thr location of tho collapse of the 8upersaturatAd state 

is determine1 as t~at location in the nozzle wnArfl the pressure 

oommenoes to increase suddenly, then the supersaturation ratio at 

that point. tho so-called nthrsshold SUPflrsaturation ratio", oan 

be calculated (see Appendix II for oomputational procedures) under 

the assumption that the flow is isentropic up to that point. These 

caloulations a.re presented in the form. of the natura.l logarlthm. of 

the threshold supersatura.tion ratio va. the looal tempera.ture, (FiG_ 1). 

Representative pressure distribution curves obtained from the 

2 1/2" Supersonio Wind Tunnel. by means of the statio pressure probe. 

and the 4" x 10" Transonio Wind Tunnel, utilizing the pressure 



distribution plate, are presented in Figures 7a and Vb,resp. 

Caloulations WGr& ma~e of th~ threshold superaaturation ratios in 

these oases. also, and the results presented in Fig. l. 

In those instanoes where the statio pressure was observed at 

one looation in the wind tunnel as the initial relative humidity 

was deoreased, the statio pressure was seen to deorease until the 

region of oondensation had moved downstream of the statio hole, 

whsreupon it remained constant.. A typioal pressure curve obtained 

in this manner is shown in }I'igure 8. Here. again, the threshold 

supersaturation ratio, corresponding to that point at whioh the 

pressure starts inoreasing, is oaloulated. 

The pressure data obtained by the NACA. Os~tit8oh. Redington 

and Binnie and Woods * has been used to caloulate the threshhld 

supersaturation ratios in these oases, in order that a oomparison 

between all the available data could be made •. Th8se results are 

similarly plotted in Fig. 1. 

An examination ot this figure apparently shows considerable 

soatter among the various ~xperimental points~ However, when 

oonsidered in the light of the dynamioal effects, to be discussed 

in the next seotion, the soatter is no greater than would be 

expected on the basis of'exper~ental errors and the fact that, 

in many instanoes, the looation of the oollapse of the supersaturated 

state oould not be determined aoouratelyo In faot, in a number of 

oases. the oollapse took plaoe in a gradual manner with the result 

• foo. cit. 



that the ietenuination of the threshold Bupersaturation ratio 

beoomes much more arbitrary. 



PART V 

DY;~MI C E?PEC'l'S 

It is to be expeoted that, w~en the theory is applied to the 

flow in a supersonic noz~le# the utilization of the quasi-stationary 

hypothesis will result.in a oonservative determination for the 

value of the Bupersaturation ratio. at a given temperature. at 

whioh the collapse of the Bupersaturated state occurs. This expeota-

tior:. is based on the fact that the vapor is not in a stationary state. 

as assumed in the theory. but is oontinually increasing in its 

degree o£ supersaturation as it expands. Hence a time lag, between 

the point at whioh the collapse is theoretioally predicted and where 

it actually ooours, must result whioh depends upon the rapidity of 

the expansion. 

In addition. t~e theory does not take into aocotmt the differenoe 

in time between when the droplets of oharacteristic site are formed 

and when the effect oan be ~asured in the main flow. ~ualitatively , 

this is well understood. Quantitatively p however, the problem is 

diffioult to evaluate and requires further 5tudy~ 

The general trends qualitatively outlined above are borne out 

in the present investigations and in those of other authors. as can 

be seen from an exa:mination of I<'ig. 1. The Becker-Doring equations 

uncorrected for the jffect of droplet size on the surfaoe tension 

of water. i6 shown for a value of ~ = 1. together with the ourve 

for J=- 1 when the effect of droplet size on the surfaoe tension 

(see Fig. 16) has been taken into acoounto 



Previous authors have used for theoretioal prediotions the un-

cnrreoted ourve with a valuE'! :for J o:f either lor 1000, sinoe it is 

found that either value for J gives almost identioal ourves. However. 

~uoh 8. seleotion for the value o:f J has no rational basis whatsoever. 

The value should be ba.sed upon the oonsideration that a suffioient 

amount o:f water vapor has to oondense to produoe a measurable heating 

e:f'feot. The following oonsiderations shm7 that J should be nearer 

1016 than 1 or 1000~ 

The total number of :water vapor molecules per cubio oentimeter, 

Xlv- is riven by 

Pv 

Pv 
-. P. R 00 

00 h =--=----
v kT k T 

For example. at a temperature of 2!3° Ko the value for ln (Pv!POQ)th 

is approximately, from the eXpe rimental de. ta. with sma!). dynamio 

effeot (Fig. 1): 

In (P./Poo )th ";,, 2.16 

or 

p ·c' 0.142 mm. Hg. ::: .189 d:,rnes/om..2 
00 

Henoe. 
8.7 (189) 

~ = 1.381 x 10-'16 (233) -

Furthermore, the number of moleoules / cm.3 under saturation oonditions 

at T = 233
0 

K. is 

Poo . 16 
h -::: 0 .. 6 x 10 

Voo =0 kT 

Thus, the total number or droplets of characteristio IS ize that can be 

formed per cubio cent~eter from the available moleoules g whether the 



vapor is saturated or unsaturated after the droplets have been 

formed. is of th~ ordor of 4 to 5 x 1016 div~dod by g*, the number 

of mo16cul~s per oharacteristio droplet. 

Fig. 3 shows that, for T = 233 0 Kps.nd In (Pv/p~ = 2.16. tho 

characteristic droplet preslli~Qly has a radius of 4.7 1 and henoe. 

since the radius of" a water vapor moleoule is a')out 1.4 .R, oontains 

only 5 to 10 l":lolecules. Therefore, the total nlnnber of riroplets 

that oan,e for.ned per cubic centimeter) at a temperature of 233 0 K •• 

is of. the orrier of 1016• Simila.rly, it oan be sho"ml that, over the 

entire temporature range. this value of 1016 re~::i.ns praotio.o.lly 

oonstant. 

A oompletely differe~t approa.oh to the problem is to determine, 

from an experimental pre.ssuro distri':mtion curve. the amount of heat 

that must have heen added to the flow in ordor to bring about tho 

observed pressure inorease through the condansation shook. This 

value so obtained, toeether with a knowledge of the time available 

within the shook for this heat addition prooess to take place and 

the size of the oharaoteristio drop~et. then dt}termines the neoossary 

nuolei formation frequency. 

As an example of this procedure, consider the pressure dis-

tribution curve ootainfld in the Laval nozzle tests, .discussed in 

Part IV. for an initial relative humidity or 3~~ (see curve 1 of 

Fie_ 6a). 

found to be 

The pre5sure inorease across the condensation shook is 

P=<. -= 

-' 
Po --=/.069 

~ 
Po 
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Henoe, the amount of heat added, g, oan be determ~ned from 

egu. (I. I'll Appendix I, since Ml and a1 are known. This value is 

:found to be 

q = 1.13 gm.oal./gm. 

Tho heat added is related to the number of droplets formed by 

the equation 

q = n·(droplet volume)-L 

where 

n = total number of droplets formed per om3• 

L = latent heat of vaporization' 

I:f it is assumed that all of the droplets formed are of the ohar-

aoteristio size, i.e., the droplet growth across the oondensation 

shook is assumed negligible, then 

(5.1 ) 

The nuclei formation frequenoy, J, is given by the total 

number of droplets :formed per cubio o.entimeter divided by the time 

available for this i'ormation, which, in thiscaS6, is the time 

required i'or the flow to traverse the condensation shook. 

Thus, 

where 

u. 
I=n -

d 

d = thiokness of the condensation shook 
u = flow velooity 

Henoe, oombining equations (5.2) and 5.1), 

~Ll 

(5.2) 

Using for u a :mean value between ui,., whioh is knovrn, and u2 

whioh is determined from aqu. (1 0 15) of Appendix I. 8. value of 



4 x 104 om/seo. is obtained. In addition. the ~hook thiokness. as 

determined from Fig. 6a. is of the order of 0.3 om. and r* is found 

to be approximately 5 x 10-8 om (usin~ the known temperature and 

Bupersaturation in Fig. 3). 

Thus. finally. J is found to be of the order: 

'4-u. (/./'3) (4xI04) . /6 
T~ = =4xm 

L C-; 11' r~3) d 677 [; 17' (5x /0-
8)1 (0.3) 

Conversely. if a value for J of 103 were to be' used. the amount 

of heat that is added to the flow is determineq as 

-22 / q = 3 x 10 gm. oal. gm. 

or. the pressure increase due to such an heat addition is 

approximately: 

It oan Oe oonoluded, as a result o~ the preoeding arguments and 

of the relatively good fit with the experir~lental data, that the 

Becker-Doring equation. with a value for J of a.bout 10
16 

and 

oorrected for the effect of droplet size on surfaoe tension~ can 

be used with some assuranoe to predict the ooourrenoe of condensa-

tion in thoBe wind tunnels in whioh the mixture of water vapor and 

air is expanded with an llXial temperature gradient of about 

1° C/om •• or lesBo 

Various values of the m.ean temperature gradient fNlIl. the 

t~roat to the location of the collapse of the supersaturated state, 

whioh essentially determinee the rapldi ty of the expansion, are 

shown for the different teat points in Pig. 1. It is thus seen 

that, as the temperature gradient increases, the point of oollapse 
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is delayed to higher' values of the supersaturation ratio. 

24 
A value for J of 10 is shown to correspond fairly closely 

to the test points obtained from 8upersonic nozzles with a 

temperature grad.ient lying between 15 and 20° C./am. Suoh a 

value for J has no physical signifioanoe. however. but is useful 

for predioting the ooeUl'renee of oondensation in nozzles with that 

order of temperature gradient. 
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PART VI 

WW TEJ4PERATURB EPFEG're 

T~e observation or Cwilong* that ~o produots of condensation 

are observed ",hen the final ternperature of' the humid air. after 

an adiabatio expansion in a Wilson Cloud Ohamber, is' below 155° K. 

(-1200 c. j~ was mentioned briefly in Part I" This observation has 

8u'oh marked implioations when considered from the' standpoint of 

oondensation in wind tunnels that a series of tests at high Maoh 

numbers W9.a oarried out in order to rletermine whether such Q. 

phenomenon existed. or whether it ~s a peouliarity of the Wilson 

Cloud Chamber. 

With stagnation temperatures of the order of room tamperature. 

air must be expanded to a Mach number of about 2.2 before the looal 

temperature' beoomes as I 0'" as 1530 K.. Hence, pressure distribution 

measurements and Sohlieren and light scattering observations were 

made in the 2.6" x 2.5" Supersonio Wind Tunnel at Maoh numbers of 

3.0 and 4.00 

In no instanoe was the condensation observed to start in the 

test section and travel upstream as the moisture oontent of the 

air was increased. This is oompletely oontrary to the observations 

at the lower Maoh numbers. as disoussed in Part IV. In all the 

present tests. as the moisture oontent was inoreased to the point 

where oondensation was first observed. the location was found to 

be only slightly downstream of the throat of the nozzle. Further 

.. loo.oit. 



inorease in the moisture oontent then oaused the looation of the 

start of oondensation to move upstream. The qualitative light Bcatter~ 

ing observation that no oondensation ~ present before it apoeared 

n~r the throat was confirmed by the measurement ot: the statio 

pressure in the test seotion. which rem.ained constant with in .. 

oreasing moisture oontent until the aforementioned point was reao~ed. 

whereupon it started inoreasing. 

FUrthermore, t:or a small range of initial relative humidities 

beyond the.tat whioh· the oondensation t:irst beoame visible, no 000-

densation oould be observed'i:l1.. ,the test seotion. It is not to be 

concluded t:rom this observat.ion that the droplets vaporized agai,n. 

although such could be ,the oase, since the area ot: the test seotion 

is m.uoh greater than that at the point where the oondensation oocurred 
. 

and henoe the droplet oonoentration could beoQme so low as to exhibit 

negligible light soattering. It does, however. indioate that the 

droplets do not inorease appreoiably .in either size or'number down-

stream of the start of oondensation, over this partioular range of 

initial relative humidities. As the initial relative humidity is 

increased further. the condensation beoomes. at first. faintly 

visible in the test seotion and then gradually inoreaseso 

The statio pressure in the test seotion in the form pip • is shown 
o 

in Fig. 8 sa a funotion of the initial relative humidity. together 

with the oorresponding qualitative observations of the light soatter-

lng teohniqu8o 

These investigations show that. for Maoh numbers such that the 



looal temperature is below 153
0 

K., test section pressure measure

ments alone would determine a partioular value of the initial 

relative humidity at which condensation first occurred at that 

Maoh number; whereas. in reali~, the condensation is not oocur

ring in the test section. but f'ar ups -bream. 

Of far more importanoe is the phenomenon itself. No definite 

explanation can be given at the present t~ne for this, apparently) 

anomalous behaviour. If the phenomenon does exist, as these 10-

vesti,:;ations indioate, it is to be expecte'1 that if. the flD1i'r is 

expanded from the thro~t suffioiently faat. 50 that condensation 

does not have time to oocur b6~ore a temperature of 153 0 K. is 

reaohed, then no oondensation will take place at all. This latter 

conclusion appears to be borne out by some preliminary observations 

in the GALCIT Hypersonic Wind Tunnel at a Maoh number of 6, since 

no condensation has been observed even though the dew point MS 

been a;out 60° F. T~e densities in the test section are so low at 

th~se Mach num~rs. however, that these observations oannot be 

cO~3iderad conclusiveo 



PART VIr 

THE EFFBCT OP 'J.'IIE PRESBNCE OF rnOPLET& 
IN SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL TESTSo 
! 

In addition to the effect of the heat addition resulting from 

the oollapse of the supersat'urated state. the presence pf droplets 

in the flow oan have an effect on the results obtained from 8uper-

sonio wind tunnel tests. Several of these' effects are discussed 

briefly below. 

A. The Inorease in the Coeffioient of Visoosi5le 

If the drGplets present in the air are assumed to be rigid 

spheres and if the total volume of the droplets in a unit volume 

of the mixture is small oompared with. the unit volume. Einstein(30) 

has ahown that the ~isoosity of air oontaining droplets is greater 

than that of air alone by the faotor 

where 

[ 

~ ::: 1 + 20511 
r 

I r = visoosi ty of air containing droplets 

f' =: viscosity of air alone 

.n = total vol ume of the droplets/unit volume 

4 3 / 3 But, il = ( 6 N(' 'jllr ) am.,' and henoe in order to determine 

the viscosity in, a.go, the test eeotion. the mass rate of oonden-

.at10n must be integ~ted alon~ the nozzle from the point where 

droplets first form to the test section., However, an approximate 

upper bound for this effect oan be determined easily in the following 

manner: 

Consider water vapor in air at a temperature of 0 0 C. and at 

the threshold 8upersaturationratio corresponding to that temperature, 
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i. e •• In Pv/p ,: 2.5 or Pv/p = 12.2~ The total number of water 
. oc 00 

moleoules at that ooint is then 

o/Poo·Poo'. IZ.Z(6./XI0
8
). 18 I 

n = = == 2x 10 MoLECULSS :3 
y kT f.38/x,10- J6 {Z73) CM, 

If it i8 assumed that all of these moleoules oondense into Nrdroplets 

ot: radi us r. then 

4 3 fIVo 
N.·-rrr . --= nv 
rj rn 

or. 

4:3 m 18 -23) - 5 
Jl=N'-1Tr =11>--~ 2xl0 (3XIO ~6x'O 

r 3 v fIVo 

Hence, 
Ji.. 

----;;- = 1 + 1.5 :x 10-4 

Thus it is seen that the effect of the droplets on the viscosity 

of the air is negligiole under normal Gondi tions.> 

Bo THE CHANGE IN THE STRENGTH OF' SHOCK WAVES. 

The strength of a shook wave existing in superaonic fl~ that 

1s free of oondensation. e.go the shook wave from the leading edge 

of a wing. is affeoted by the presenoe of droplets in the flow, even 

for the same f'ree stream conditions ahend of' the shocko This effect 

arises OOcaul.'le the change in the flow parameters across the shock, 

loGo ,the increase in temperature and pressure and the deorease in 
Mach number, is suoh as to oause an evaporation of tho dropletso 

From A ppendix I, it 1s seen that for this case. which ,corres ponds 

to the normal shock with negative heat addition B the pressure and 

densi ty inorease acras s the shook is always greater and the entropy 

inorease a.lways less than that across a normal shook in the absence 

of droplets. A oomparison of' the Sohlieren piotures of Fig. 11 e) and f). 



showing the shook waves OVer an airfoil in transonio flow. with and 

without droplets present in the flow, bears out this difference in 

the density increase. 

Furthermore, for an oblique shook wave emanating f'rom, say. 

the lending edge' of a double-wedge airfoil, since the flow defleo-

tion angle must be the same whether or not there are droplets in 

the'flow, it can be shown as follows that the oblique shook with 

vaporization must be more inclined into the direotion of the flow 

tha.n the oblique shock; without vaporizatiotl., for the same f'ree 

stream oonditions ahea.d of the shook! 

Let u 'be the oomponent of' the velooi ty» W ~ normal to and v 

the component parallel to the oblique shook wave, which is at an 

angle ~ to the free stream direction. For the ~ free stream 

temperat-..u-e and Maoh number p 110 • and same :flow defleotion 

angle 2) ,e. g. considering a wed~e of half-angle Sunder 

given free strewn oonditions. the fol1owin~ relations are obtained 

from the geometry of the flow: 

u' z W"2 51#((3-8) )}-z Co5 (3 5/t{( (3 - <i) 

u, W; 511'{ (3 VI C<ls((3-S) 5/NP 

sinoe Va = VI from the oontinuity equatione 

Similarly ~ 

u.~ 7/t/l ([3'- S) 

u.; TAl'{ [3' 

where the subsoripts 1 and 2 denote conditions ahead of and behind 

the oblique shock, resp.g and the prime refers to the oblique shock 



with vaporization. 

Thua , I 

t..lz 

~= TAN ((31- S) 

u..z TilN((3- 8) (7.1 ) 

lJ../ 

for the same flow deflection angle. 

From equation (le15), Appendix I, 

, [ . Uz J ,1. ,2-
-,- = ,'L CJ+o"M,)- (M, -I) 

lJ..
1 

(?r T J) 1Yi, (1.15a) 

where q is now negative, corresponding to vaporization within the 

(=Q) = 
.:L 

If an amount of' vaporization is obtained such that 

(_q*):': [- o.,:(~2_/~:l , eqootion (L15a) reuuGes to 
2. ¥ -/)/11} J 

shoolcq 

I 

lL2-

,~ 
( (J - fZ) Ai} -r (J+-{Z) 

u..1 

/ 
('6 -1-1 ) M./ 2 

If, h~ever, for purposes of computation, an amount of vapor-

ization slightly less than this value is oonsidered, ~uoh that 

(-q) = 0.96 (-q*), than equation (Io15a) beoomes 

I 

Llz 
I 

Lt/ 

For the oblique shook with no vaporisation (q = 0), equation 

(I.15&.) takes the form 

Whence, 
I 

U:z 
-, Z 

[.(1 M/ '0+ J 

u=~· (15-1);\12.+2-
2 / / 

Lli 

2. 
SIN (3 '0+/ 

SIN 2. ~I (?f-/)M/"-I-Z 



or. 

Combining equations (1.1) and (1.2). 

TAN([3'-'5). TAN(3. 51{'/2.(3' 

TAN ([3 - b) TAN (3' 511'1'2. f' tf-f ~ Z 
-- M -t-
?It-I· I '<l+l 

TAN (~/- S) 5/N Z /= T;:tN ( (3-?J) 5/11 2 (3 

(f-I 2 2 2-
-- M 51N A+--
'll+1 0 ,- ?f+! 

Equation (7G3) is plotted in Fig. 10 in the form of the free 

stream Mach number as obtained from. the oblique shock ohart using 

the shook angle measured from, say. a Sohlieren photograph va. the 

true free stream Maoh. number for several values of wedge half-angle, 

when an amount of vaporization given by (=q);:.:; 0 0 96 (-q*) takes 

place across the oblique shocko From this figure it i6 seen th.e.t 

the error in Maoh number oan vary fran zero per <>ent, for no drop-

lets in the flow, up to several hundred per oent for a large balf-

angle wedge at high Mach ntl!1ber. with this particular amount of 

vaporization. 

This analysis shows that, unless the amount of vaporization 

in eaoh case is known, the utilization of the oblique shock angle 

to determine the free stream Maoh number is highly que8~ionableo 

c. THF. EFF'F!CT OF DROPIETS ON wnw TUNNEL MODELS 

The trajeotories of small water droplets in air moving at 

high velooities around a oylinder have bean oalculated b.Y Langmuir 

(31) 
and Blodgett They find that the trajectories depend upon 



the di''1ensionless quantity 

Z 'fit 
2F1. r 9 t- R 

where R is the radius ot the cylinder, It is shown that when the 

dropiets are so ~11 that this quantity becomes less than 1/8. no 

deposition ooours on any part ot the cylindero Thus. tor a flow 

velooity of 400 m./$eoo around a oylinder of 1 mm radius, it is 

-7 Seen that the droplets firat formed, whioh are less than 19 'cmo, 

will not be deposited,upon the oylinder and that it i8 not until 

the droplets grow to a size of about 10-5 om. that deposition will 

oocur" As a reBul t, it is to 00 expected that impingement of drop= 

lets on wind tunnel models will only oocur in those cases where 

the oondensation has taken plaoe a oonsiderable distanoe upstream 

of the model and where, in addition, the expanaion takes plaoe at 

a slaw enpugh rate to enable the droplets to attain a si2e of about 

10",,5 om. or larger. A rapid expaIllJion tends to retard the, rate of 

droplet growth beoause, whereas oontinued expansion following the 

oondensation favors the growth of the droplets, a rapid expansion 

results in a greater temperature differenoe between that of the droplet 

and that of the surrounding air, sinoe the droplets have a higher heat 

oapaoity and henoe wl1l lag behind the decreasing temperature of 

the air .. 

These oon4iderations have been demonstrated in all of the 2.5" 

Supersonio Wind Tunnel tests performed in this investigation, where 



although the condensation oocurred as ~ar upstream of the' model 

as 20 diameters, no deposition of droplets on the model ocourred 

because of the rapid expansion rate. No deposition would be 

expeoted if the condensation were in the form of ioe partioles 

rather than liquid droplets; however in these instanoes the t~

peratures were 8u13h that supercooled wateI' was still predominant. 

In those cases where large droplets have bean attained, the 

effect o~ their impact upon the model oan be oonsiderable. The 

aotual impUlse of such impaots will normally be negligible, but the 

freezing o~ the superoooled droplets on the model will, of course, 

markedly affect the flow. 

The effect of the presence of droplets in the boundary layer 

has not been investigated, but a few qualitative remarks· can be 

made. It.is shown in Appendix I that flow with vaporization results 

in a deorease in Mach number it the flow is subaonic and an increase 

if it is supersonio~ Henoe, the Mach number in the subsonic and 

sup6rsonio portions o~ the boundary layer will be oorrespondingly 

a.f'~eoted by the vaporization of dropletso 'Furthermore, the vapor-

i za tion of droplets wi thin the botmdary layer should res ul t in 8. 

deorease in the tempera.ture gradient in the outer part of the 

boundar.y layer, where bea.t is being absorbed in the vaporiza.tion 

prooess. and hence a large temperature .gradient immediately next 

to the wall. 

The effect of these factors on the friotional drag of a. body 

or on transition has not' been investigated, but bears i'urther studyo 



PART VIII 

TID': pass I 13 IE INPLur;NCE OF TURBULENCE 

Although no systematic inve8tig~tion of the effect of turbul

ence on spontaneous condensation was undertaken. a faw qualitative 

remarks oan be made. 

Turbulence may promote an earlier oollapse of the supersaturated 

state and a more rapid growth of the dropleus by a) maintaining 

a given Bupersaturated state for a longer time than is the case 

in the absence of turbulenoe and thus d~oreasing the dynamic effect 

and b) oausing looally higher supersaturations through the ohange 

in the .flow parameters in turbulent edd.ies" 

These statements are believed to be vividly demonstrated by 

Figures lle. and 110$ In these instanceB. a l2~ thiok, bi-oonvex 

airfoU was mounted between the S,ohlieren windows in the 2" x 20"' 

Tranaonic Wind Tunnel, which was o~rated in the free stream'Maoh 

number range of 0 .. '18 to 0091. At a fixed Maoh number. the stagna

tion temperature waa gradually deoreased until oondensation could 

be observed by means of the light soattering teohnique. This first 

appearanoe of condensation manifested itself in the form of two 

distinct sheets of condensation which were approximately symmetrioal 

about the centerline of the tunnel and varying distances apart 

depending upon the free stream Mach num.bere The condensation 

aheete start~d downstream of the shook wave that occurred over 

the airfoil. as observed with the Schlieren system. with no other 

oondensation deteotable in the wind tunnel" As the stagnation 
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temperature wns decreased still furnher, condenaanion was visible 

throughout the whole test section, but th~ cond~nsation sheets 

were readily apparent beoause or the muoh greater intensity or 

the oondensation in that region. 

In order to determine the erfeot or the type of shook wave, 

i.e:. a laminar-boundary-layer or turbulent-boundary-layer-nype 

(to be called a laminar-type and turbulent-type hereafter, for 

brevity). on the oondensation sheets, a wire of 0.024 inoh diameter 

was looated parallel to the leading edge of the airfoil, approximately 
~ 

on the centerline of the wind tunnel and just upstream or the , 
Schlieren windowso This arrangement produoed a turbulent-t,ype of 

ahook wave over the airfoil. in oontrast to the laminar-type in 

the absence of the wire. It is seen in the photographs that the 

wire~ also, produced two condensation sheets that rlowed around the 

airfoil and then remained a small distanoe aparto Thus, ror a 

oomparison between the effects of the two types of shook waves, 

only th6 hirher Mach number T~ste"ean be used. where the condensa-

tion sheets" from the turbulent-type of shook wave are distinct 

rrom those of th~ wire. 

From Figures lla and 110) whioh show the oondensation sheets 

from the laminar-type and the turbulent-type of shock wave. resp_, 

it is seen that. at the same free stream Yach number, the condensa-

tion sheets from the two types are about the same distanoe apart& 

The only marked difference between the two is the thiokness and 

intensity of the soattered light of the individual oondensation 

sheets. which is greater for the laminar-tyPe, and the distanoe 
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downstream of the shock waye at whioh they sta.rt. whioh is greater 

for th€ turbulent-.type. Thus. the condensation sheeta are more 

intense and start earlier in the case of the le..minar-type shock 

1~va than in'the turbulent-type. If. as is believed to be the caSe, 

a vortex sheet is produced dovntstream of the intersection of the 

091ique shock with the normal, in the laminar-type shock, and 

downstream of the reGion where the turbulent~type of shock wave 

suddenly ohanges curvature, it is to be expeoted that the vortex 

sneet downstream of the laminar-type would be the more intens60 

The difference in intensities of 'I:;he condensatio':l sheets bears 

out such an explanation. 

Attributing the phenomenon of these oonden~ation sheets to the 

effects of' turbulence, is. at the present time, pure conjectur6e 

RO!"l'f.'--rer, their appearance prior to that of any other condensatioTl 

in the flow, tOGether '''Tith their high intcnsi t<J. make suoh an ex

planation plau6ible~ 



APPENDIX I 

SHOCK RFLATIONS FOR FLOW WITJi CONDEllSATION 

If it is assumed that no oondensa.tion takes plae6 prior to the 

threshold supersaturation ratio and that the supersaturated state 

.ollapses oompletely when the latter point is reached. the ohange 

in the flow parameters as a result Qf the oondensation can be 

determined by oonsidering the normal shook relations with heat 

addition. This problem has been treated by numerous inveatigatorsg 

. (32) (33) * 
e. go, Samal"afJ • Haybey , and Gharyk t as has the ·analogous 

problem of oompressible flow with continuous heat addition. which 

. (34) . 
has been worked out by H~oks, at al , and others. 

The development of the one-dimensional shook relatiops with 

heat addition is included herein in order that an extension to the 

caBe whare the heat addition is small oan be made and thence be 

oompared with the normal shook relations with no addition of heat. 

Furthermore, B~nce only one of the two possible solutions of the 

equations has been disou8sedin the literature, it is desired to 

consider the other possible solution in more detail. 

It is assumed in the following analysis that the provisions 

exist for the neoessary heat and mass transfer upon oondensation, 

i.e •• that the problem oan be oonsidered 8.S an instantaneous heat 

addition proGes8, and that th$ energy of the liquid phase that exi8ts 

downstream of the oondensation region has a negligible affect on the 

energy equation. 

Using subsoripts 1 and 2 to denote oonditions upstream and down-

stream o£ the disoontinuity, resp., and employing standard notation 

* 100. oit. 
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(see. e.g., Liepmann and Puokett (~). p. 38) except where noted. the 

equations Of oontinuity. momentum and energy aoross a disoontinuity 

with heat addition beoomet 

Equation of Continuity (1.1 ) 

Conservation of MOEentum (1. 2) 

Conservation of Energy (1.3 ) or 
?l+J 1(;-'2 ';(+! ,*2. 

a +~=. a.. 
2.(iS-!) I 2..(?f-1) Z 

where q is the total amowt of ~at added as a result of the o~:mdensa tion. 

The ohange in ?I aoross the disoontinuity ,is assUlZled negligible. 

From equations (r01). (1.2) and the relation. a 2 = {{ ; 

(1.4 ) 

:< &'+/ ",<- . (f-/ z 
o.z = -- a + ('7:-1) fI- - -- LI. 2 Z Z 

and 
2. ?f+! -)(2 '(f-/ z 

a =--0. ---L[ 
J 2. Z' 

Introduoing these equations into equation (Io4)~ the following 

equation for ~ is obtained 
2. )(- 'Z 

Z u + a (2 (I-J 
Uz - 111, U.z+la..* +2.---;;.;;,?-)=:O 

Whence. 

u. = 2. 



or. in a slightly difrerent form. 

(1.5 ) 

Thus, there are two poe sible 801 utions. where i) the minus sign 

denotes a shook with condensation and i1) the plus sign denotes a, 

oonde nsa tion shock. For example. for q = 0. equation (1.5) beoomes 

i; u1 ~=a *2 whioh is the solution ror 9. normal shqok 

and ii) :::x 2 u1u2 ul· . :.. 
~.e •• ul ~ 

If Qie small. suoh that 'the right hand term under the square 

root is small oompared with unity. equation (r .. 5) beoomes 

u, "z ~+ ~ u: +(L ~z) ± (u,' -a~'h 4;f' a;: ~ 
(1.6) 

Consider first the normal shoek ~th weak oondensation. 09.se 

(1)0 Equation (10 6) beoome8 

(1.7) 

From e'quations (1.1) and (1 .. 2). the pressure ohange across the 

shoek oan be expressed as 

(1.8 ) 

The multiplying faotor in equation (1.8) is the pressure inorease 



across a normal shock without oondensation. Renoa. the pressm-o in-

orease in the no:nnal shook with condensation ie alwnye les6 than the 

pressure inorease without oondensa.tion. 

Similarly. the deTlsi t<J inoreasE! is determined as 

and henoe the same remarks apply as for the pressure inorease. 

The ohange in entropy aoross a normal shook with oondensation 

is of interest and is determined from the relation 

and equations (I.a) and (1.9). For Ml near unity, if 

M 2 == 1 + l1l and:ln <::< 1 1 

the 0 ha.nge in entropy beoomes 

Ll 5 [275 ([("i-I) (j+m) ] [ii-I U5-1) (l+m) J'O / - (f 
-- =LoG, /+-- YYJ- t;f- , 1+ - m+ ~ . (f+h1) 

Cv- '{f+J . a/ h1 '6+1 a~ rn ' 

Expanding this in a power series in m g,nd q. \lain;: the expan-

aion for log(l+x). a.nd negleotingthe hieher order terms, it is 

found that 

75 (?f -j) O+m) q. :2?l ((f-!) m3 
... 

+ -3- --(0'-+-1)'02;--+' •• 

or 

(1.10 ) 

Since the seoond term on the .right hand side of equation (1.10) is 



the first term in the expansion for a normal shock with~ut condeusa-

tion, it i6 aeen that the entropy increase is greater through a 

normal shock with condensation. 

Furthermore, considering only these lowest order terms, it is 
Z( Z 3 

20./ ;\1/ -/) 

apparent that if' '?- > 3 (;H/)z M/'. when Ml -< 1, then a normal 

shock with condensation oould exist in subsonic flow, prpvided 8. 

positive ohange in entropy is the only eriteriono 

Consider now the weak condensation shock g oaS6 (ii). Equation 

(1.6) then beoomes 

~Vhence, the following relations are derived 1n a manner similar 

to that in oase (i)r 

(1.11 ) 

(1.12 ) 

(1.13 I 

(1.14) 

LIS (f -- =--'q. for 
R Cl Z 
+ I 

=: I '" m)o 

a wea.k condensation shook near MI = 1 
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From equations (1.11) through (I~14). the following conalusion3 

oan be ~rawn as regards the ohp~ge ,in the flaw parameters across a 

oondensation shook~ 

a) -'L {<I 
F! >( 

b) ~{<I 
PI > 1 

0) 

d) 
{ 

>/ 

Tz 
To </ 

{ >1 

FOR MI</ 

POR !l1{ >1 

FoR kI, <: [ 

FoR /11/ > I 

FOR M, <: I 

FoR 1Yi, > I 

/ 
FOR O~!Vi, <17 = 0.845 

FoR 0.845 ~!t1[ < J 

FoR M, >/ 

Thus, one of the usual oonolusions is reaohed. that the Maoh 

nUmber behind ~ condensation shook deoreases toward unity if the 

ini tial flow is supersonio and inoreases toward unity if the initial 

flow is subsonio. Henoe, a supersonic flow oannot beoome a Bub-

Bonic by means of a condensation shook alone. 

If' equ& tion (1.5) be wri tten in terms of the initial Mach 

(L.15 ) 

it is seen that the maximum amount of heat that can be added to the 

flow is 

q,mAX_ = 

2. ':z 2 
o..{ (/ti, -I) 

2 ( tf2._ I ) 1'r1/-
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Considering the general "elltaot'" equation for the pressure oha.nge 

aoross either' a normal shook with condensation or a oondensation shock, 

Pz - f1 =_(5_ ( z_l) {I :+: 
p. 'if +-1 M, 
I 

(1.17 ) 

it is to be noted that, with the maximum addition of heat, the 

pressure ohange is the same acrose both types of disoontinuities 

a~ is equal to one-half that across a normal shook without oonden-

aation. Purthermore, the intensity of the normal shook with conden-

aation is 8. maximum whe:z;l q = 0. whereas the intensity of a condensation 

shook, is a maximum when q = qma.xo 

Simila.rly, it oan be shown that, wi,th the m.a.ximum addition of' 

heat, the Maoh number is always unity downstre.am. of either type of 

disoontinuity, regardless of the initial Mach number of the flow. 

Alsop for an addition of heat less than the maximum, the Mach number 

downstream of a normal shock with oondensation is greater than unity 

if' the flow is initially subsonio and less than unity if it is 

initially supersonic. 

From t~ese observations on the change in pressure and Maoh 

number ~cr08S the two possible types of' diBoontinuit~e8. it oan be 

ooncluded that the shook observed at the looation where the o on den sa-

tien oommences in a supersonio nomzle is a oondensation shook, sinoe 

a) the intellB i ty of the shock deoreases a8 the air is dried and 

b) the Maoh number downstream of the shook 1s still 8upersonioo 
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However# there may be instances in which the normal shock with 

condensation does ocour# since, unless considerations other than that 

of the chauge in entropy prove otherwise, suoh a disoontinuity oan 

exist. Furthermore, the no~l ~hook with vaporization, which was 

disoussed in Part VII-B. represents just such a oase. 
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APPENDIX I I 

COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURES 

Inasmuoh as the prime interest in spontaneous oondensation as 

applied 'to supersonic .ind tunnels 18 in ~ow to avoid it, a ~ew 
/ 

typical examples with this end ,in mind will be oalulated. 

1. Suppose that it is desired to determine how high the stagnation 

temperature must be raised in order to avoid the condensation of 

• 0 the water vapor in air that has a stagnation dew point o~ 68 Fo, 

when it is to be expanded fairly ra.pidly. 1o~o £IT /.4 'X. ~ lsoe./om.. 

to a Maoh number of 1.4. (The stagnation pressure 1s assumed to 

a) From Fig. 13. the partial pressure of the water vapor, 

'Pv • corresponding to a stagnation d.1rw point temperature of 68° Fo 
o 

(293
0 K.) is found to be 170 5 mmo Hg •• 

b) The mixing ratio, :x.. is determined :from aqua (2.6) or 

Fig. 14 as O.OOl~7. Henoe, Fig. 12 shows that the presenoe of the 

water vapor in the air oan be neglected during the isentropio expan-

sion (sea Appendix III)~ 

0) Isentropio tables or oharts a.re used to determine the 

pressure and temperature ratios oorresponding toa Mach number of 

1.4. Thu8, p/po = 0.5142 and T/To ='001184. Moreover, from equo 

(2 .. 7), p~/Pv == pip = 0.3142 0 
o 0 

d) The supersaturation ratio, P...lPoo' is determined from 

thE!. relation 

It shOUld be pointed out that if the dew point is not 
measured at stagnation pressure. but at some other 
pressure p , then the partial pressure of the water 
vapor at s%agnation oonditions is obtained from the ' 
relation Pv = Pv Po 

o dX~ 



where 'f/Po<J is the threshold value as determined from Fig. 1, 

I --' 0 / ( 24) for LlT Ll x - 15 C. ?m J = 10 • oorreap?nding to the temperature 

at a Maoh number of 1.4 and ~P09 is the saturation vapor pressure 

oorresponding to that temperature. Henoe, a trial-and-error 

prooedure must be Used to find the temperature for whioh the 

above equality holds. o This is found to be 23506 Ko 

e) The minimum required stagnation temperature is then 

obtained from the iBe~tropio relation. This ist T = 528 0 Ko -

131
0 

F. (It should be noted, however, that unless the flow is 

expanded rapidly, i.eo greater than 10eo/om, from that point in 
, 

the nozzle .where a Maoh number of 1 0 15 is attained onward, oon-

densation will ooour just downstream of the throat. This problem 

will be treated more .fully in the nerlexample. ) 

2. s.uppose tha. t the stagnation temperature of a supersonic wind 

tunnel i8 71° F. (298 0 K. ) and the stagnation dew point is 140 Fo 

(26So K.). It is desired to determine the Maoh number to whioh 

the air oan be expa.nded before oondensation takes plaoe t _ 

This problem is solved most easily by deter~ning the lSuper-

saturation ratio at various stations along the nozzl~ in the 

foll~ng manner: 

a) A.rbitrarily seleot various val:ues for the Maoh number 

and therefrom determine the temperature and the pres sure ratio 

from the isentropio relations. 

b) The saturAtion vapor pressure oorresponding to the 

above temperatures is obtained from Fig. 13. 



0) The supersaturation ratio oorresponding to these temperatures 

is then determined &8 in (d) above, sinoe Pv is known. 
o 

d) The natural logari tha of the super SB. turation ratio is 

plotted against the temperature. 

This procedure has been oarried out for a stagnation teaper

ature of 298 0 Ko and a stagnatio? dew point of 263 0 K. and the 

result presented as ourve A-B in Fig. 1. 

It is seen from Fig. 1 that oonden8ation will not occur near 

the .throat, where there is normally a negligible dynamic effect, 

if' the expansion is rapid enough such that a temperature gradient 
, 

greater than 10C./om.e is attained by the time the flow reaches tIL 

o . 
Maoh number of 1 .. 2 (T = 231.4 Ko and In ( !>vjP 00 ) = 1. 98)0 

o -
Thus, if the temperature gradient is of the order of 15 C%m., 

condensation will ocour at a Mach number slightly higher than 

1.60 (T = 197.1
0 

K. and In (p,/pCx:; )::: 5.70) 

If g however, an increasingly greater temperature ~radient is 

maintained, suoh that oondensation does not occur until a Maoh 

number of about 2.1 (corresponding to a temperature of about 

153 0 -K.) is reached, then oondensation should not oocur. regard-

less of how highly supersaturated the vapor becomes or of how 

rapidly the ex~ns.ion is oarried out beyond tha:c point. 



APPENDIX I II 

ERRORS INVOLVED IN NEGIEC'l',ING THE PR:ESEN'CE OF lIA'ITiR 
VAPOR IN THE ISENTROPIC EXPANSION OF HUMID AIRo , 

Practically all existing gas ~amiC8 tables are based upon 

the oonsta~t8 for dry air. which a8S.umes that the .effect of any 

water vapor ~e8ent in the air is negligible. The validity of 

this assumption can be checked in the following manner t 

For the isentropio flow of dry air in a supersonio nozzle, 

the area-ratio is related to the Maoh number by the equation (see 

* Lie~ and Puokett , p. 34) 

or, in 

( A f ' 1 [2. If-I - ~- --(1+-
A'* a. Ma. a+-l . Z 

terms of the temperature 

0-1 
:2 

(~) = Z 
A'"a (7;,\_1 

T)a 

;/+/ 

Mct

2
)] 

i-I 

(III.l ) 

ratio. TofT = I + {{.,,1 11.2 
-2- • 

'6+1 

(IIIo2 ) 

Similarly. the area-ratio for the isentropic flow of humid 

air, designated by subsoript m, is given by 

(III.3 ) 

where. 0" is the ratio of the speoifio heats for the humid air .. 
. . . 

Henoe. at the same loo~tion in the nozzle (i.e.,(A/A )a = 

(AlA· )m). the relation between the two temperature ratios i. 

given by 
<f+1 0'+1 

tf-J 0"-1 
--

[ ;f~1 ~;1J 71-1 [ J '-I 2 2 if: 1 (-;)rn (~t -I (Toj - -/ 
Tm 

• 100. cit .. 



({+I 

~ ~ 
'tf'-I-I 

_2._ {-To 0'-1 
(f'-I-/ T 

'if '- / 

'if -J 

(ft -/ 
(;)m -/ 

This equation can be written in the form 

where cT is a correction term. that depends upon the amount of 

water vapor in the air It the latter being given by the miIing 

ratio, x. 

The relationship between the pressure ratios p (p/po)a and 

(p'./p) is obtained as follows: V 0 m' 
{i-I 

(-~)Q ==(:J:- and 

But, from equation (2.8), 

R (~+-~-J _ ~ . [ /-1- f J = 'If-I. c<. 

ePn + 'X.Cpv?f CPv {i 
~ 1+')'.·-

.. cPo. 

I 

;1- I 

([' 

Henoe, utilizing this relationship together with equation 

(11105). equation (111.6) beoomes 
(j -J 
-<c:;{ 

P ';) 
=(J-c )(--) 

T ~ m 

or, 

p ) p 0{ P /- E'p 
(-- -= ( /- cp) (_'1 = (/- Ep) (--) 

Po 0. r; ) /'ll Po rn 

The relationship between the Maoh numbers is eiven by 

(II 1.4) 

(111.5) 

(III.6) 

(III. 1 ) 



or 

(IIlo8) 
I 

The correotion faotors, ET7 E p " cp and eJyJ, for use in 

equations (nL5), (UI,,?) and (HIoe) are plotted in Pig. 12 9.8 

a funotion of the mixing ratio. 

An examination of this figure shows that the error in p/po 

is given fairly aoourately by the aotual value of the mixing ratio. 

For example, in the La~l nozzle pressure distribution measurements 

disoussed in Seo~ion IV B, where the mixing ratio was 0 0 003 gms. of 

water yaper / gm. of dry air, the error in assuming that the pressure 

ratio is that oorresponding to dry air is only 0.3~, whioh is of 

the order of the aocuraoy of the original m.easurementso 



AP'PENDIX IV 

.ADDITIONAL EXPERIMRNTAL Tf,CHNIQUES 

Several additional teohniques, not desoribed in Seotion IIIg 
, 

that were tried during the oourse of this investigation (with the 

exoeption or QA") are of value in oertain instanoes and hence are 

disou8sed brieflyo 

A. Stat>nation 'f.em.perature .Mea8ureme~ 

A stagnation temperature probe could be used to determine 

~he intensity of collapse, inasmuoh as it has an advantage over the 

total pressure probe in that the only ohange in stagnation tempera-

ture is that oonneQted with the addition of heat due to the oondensa-

tiono However. a brief' caloulation will shOW' that the stagnation 

temperature is muoh less sensitive than the stagnati~l pressure to 

changes in the heat added t.o the flow 9 whioh, coupled with the 

problems involved in shielding the thermooouple, etoo, make this 

technique undesirable. 

Be Diffraotion Rings 

When a medium oontaining finely dispersed partioles is 

interposed between a monoohromatic point source of light and the 

observer. diffraotion rings are disoernible if the diameter of 

the partioles is large oompared with the wave-length of the light. 
, 

By measuring the radius of the di ('fraotion ring. the diameter of 

the partioles oan be determined :from the following equation 

(38) 
(re:ferenoe can be made to any optios text. e.g. Woods , or'to 

Kuehn (37) for a.n exple.nation o:f the di:ffra.ction phenomena. and a 

derivation of' this equation)t 



where 

d= 

~88-

A J.' 

R 

d = diameter of particles 

J\ = wave-length of light 

) z::: distanoe of' point souroe ctr light 
from partioles 

R = radius of diffraction ring. 

If the diameter of the partioles is not uniform~ the 

diffraction ring will not be sharp and its radius will represent, 

in this oa8e, the average diameter of the partioles. 

"This teohnique was used in tests 9 disoussed in Part IV. 

in the small Laval nozzle, the Transonic Wind Tunnel, the ao5~ 

Supersonic Wind Tunnel and the 12" Supersonic Wind Tunnel. In all 

oases no diffraotion rings were observed, indioating that the 

droplets f'ormed in the spontaneous o o nden sati on 'prooess are, smaller 

than 'or. at the most, of the 8B.m.e order as the we.ve-length of the 

light!> 

When the valve at the inlet to the s~nation chamber 

of the Laval nozzle (see Fig" 5a) was olosed almost instantaneouslYg 

the stagnation temper~tur. dropped momentarily about 100 F,: and 

droplets were observed flowing through ,the subsonic, as well as the 

. supersonic, seotions of' the nozzle. These droplets, when observed 

in the supersonio seotion, did produoe diffraction rings. The radius 

of the diffraotion ring was 1 om", with the point souroe of about 
o 

5,000 A wave-length looated at a distanoe of 1670 5 om. from the 

oenter of the nozzle. The droplet diameter was thus oaloulated to 

=4 
be 83.3 x 10 0114 A number of droplets were eaught under the 



same conditions by the "sample-oatoh" teohnique, to be desoribed 

subsequently, and their diameters were found, by miorosoopio 

measurements, to very between 80 and. 85 x 10-4 om.. A £airly 

aoourate check was thus afforded of the diffraotion ring teohnique. 

It is evident from these res~ts· that th~ diffraction 

ring teohnique is of ~antitative value only in cases. of extreme 

droplet size. 

Co 'The "Sample-Catch" Teohnique 

In this teohnique, the droplets are allowed to impinge 

on a plate ooatedwith Magnesium-oxide, Carbon Black, or same 

other suitable material. If the MgO ooating is thicker than 

the largest drops to be oaught, the impinging droplet leaves a 

crater on'the surf8.0~ of the ooating that is the same diameter 

8.S that of the droplet. Henoe, measurements are easily made of 

droplet diameters and ooncentration of droplets. 

Uni'ortuna tely. these ooa tioga ere blown away in air of 

eve!) moderate subsonic velooity a.nd henoe some method of.oiroum

venting this must be deviseda One suoh method is to house the 

coated plate in a stagnation probe having a shutter at the en

trance that oan be opened momentarily. This teohnique has not 

been tried as yet at supersonic speeds and henc~ its feasibility 

is still open to question. 

In the tests desoribed in the seotion on the diffraotion 

ring technique. the Laval nozzle exhausts into the atmosphere, 

making it possible to pass the ooated plate rapidly across the jetu 



The velooity in the jet in these test.s, a.lthough still quite high, 

was ~ow enoUgh to a.llOW' easily measurable samples to be taken. 

'When carbon blaok is used as·8. coating, the impinging 

droplets do not leave a crater at the surfaoe but spread out on 

impact. leaving a circular pattern in the coating. The equations 

have been derived for determining the original droplet oiameter 

from the impact pattern" but suoh a procedure seems unduly oom-

plioated. Hence the MgO coating technique is to be preferred. 

It is planned to exploit this "sample-catoh" technique 
I 

further sinoe it is the only method lmown at the present time f'or 

determining the size and conoentration of droplets uniquely. Thus. 

a direct check could be made of the radius and number of droplets 

as determined by the combination of the pressure distribution and 
, 

light soattering measurements o 

D. Infra-Red Absorption Teohnique 

At the inoeption of this researoh program. a new teohnique 

was partially developed for studying the high speed flow of humid 

air. This teohnique eon818t8 in the measurement of the percentage 

absorption of infra-red radiation by the water vapor present in 

I 

the flowing air. From such a measurement the density of the water 

vapor. and therefrom. the air density. oan be determined provided 

no produots of condensation are present. If oondensation has 

ocourred. the Ram~n effeot oan presumably be, used to determine 

the amount of condensation in the light path and to distinguish 



liquid droplets from ioe partioles. Although this method is still 

in the de~elopmental 8tages~ it is believed to be of sufficient 

interest and to possess such potentialities as to warrant its in-

elusion in this report. 

Certain bands in the infra-red region of the eleatro-

magnetio speotrum exhibit extremely strong absorp~ion by the H20 

molecule. Those bands that lie in the near and photographio infra

red (0 .. 9 to 6.5 p- ) are utilized herein because they are ru.nenable 

to measurement without elaborate e::r;perimental equipment. as well 

as the f'act that their absorption by the water vapor molecule is 

still very intense. 

The disposition of ohar~e among the atoms in the water 

vapor molecule is such that the hydrogen atoms have an excess of 

positive oharge while the oxygen atom has an excess of negative 

oharge.. ThUS, a vibration of' the atoms i8 aooompanied by a change 

in the dipole moment, whioh results in the vibration 8~:.eCtrum of' 

the molecule. The intense infra-red absorption region of interest 
/ 

is due to the funda~ental vibration frequenoies and their harmonics 

and overtones. (For a detail'ed treatment of infra-red and Raman 

. (38) (39) 
spectra. referenoe should be made to Herzberg • Ruark and Urey • 

stoo.) 

The water vapor moleoule. being tri-atomio. has 3 vibrational 

degrees of freenom. The correspondinE normal modes of vibration 
I 

haVG been determined ~~ severnl different teohniques and may be 



illustrated graphically as i'ollowsl 

o 

Only two of' the normal modes are direotly observe d in the infra-red t 

Vz ' ooourring at 6 .. 26 fA and oorresponding to the angular de.fonnatlon 

frequency of the H-O-H mole oule and -1) 3 , at 2.66? ' oorres ponding 

to .an anti-symmetrio O-H va1&noy vibration. The syJIII1etrio valence 

vibration, VI ,oocurring at 2,,8 fA ,exhibits intense Raman 

s~ttering only. 

It was desired, in the ~e8ent investigation. to pass the 

infra-r&d radiation through the Sohlieren wind~of' the wind tunnel 

and measure the resulting abSorption by the water vapor in the air. 

This neceBsita~d the use of infra-red wave-lengths shorter than 

2.5 jJ- , sinoeglaas does not transmit wave-lengths longer than this 

value. Aooordingly. those harmonics and overtones of' the f'urdementB.l 

vibration .frequencies that oocur at 1~87. 1.4 and 1.13 fA were in-

vGstigated in an effort to determine the feasibility of' employing 

these banda in the determination of the'water vapor dens it yo 

Unfortunately, a satisfaotory method for obtaining a 

monoohromatio light souroe of' the p~oper wave-length and with 

suff'ioient intensity oould not be found o As a result, it was 

neoesaary to use a. 3'00 watt signaling lamp with an inf'ra-red f'ilter 

that out off' those wa'Te-l~ngths shorter than O.9}.t and longer than 



2,,5 f 0 This arrangement furnished an intense infra-red beam, 

but one that was far from monoohromatio. The radiation was 

passed through the wind tunnel, no:rma.l to the ~ir flow, and 

the' intensity then measured by means of a Moll-type miorothermopile, 

whioh was oonneeted to a. D'Arsonval galvonometer. 

A galvanometer deflection of 30 om. was obtained when the 

free-stream Mach number of the flow, through whioh the radiation 

was passed, was inoreased from 0 to 0.7. The heating up of the 

wind tunnel walla, however. resu! ted in a marked zero shift, which, 

ooupled with additional extraneous radiation, made the readings 

unrelia.ble. Nevertheless, in spite of the fnot that a monoohro

matic source was not used, the feB.sibili ty of the technique seems 

esta.blished. 

An attempt to utilize an infra-red telesoope, in plaoe 

of the microthermopile. to obtain a qualitative pioture of the 

density field over an airfoil in the wind tunnel mst with no SucceSs. 

This is believed to be due to the fact that the intense absorption 

bands beyond 1.3 ~ were beyond the out-off wave-length of the infra

red telesoope usede Furthermore, the light path through the water 

vapor was very short (5 em.) and the sensi tiv1;ty of the telescope 

to the small ohanges in light intensity is not known~ It is quite 

possible. however. that some of the new infra-red radiation reoeiving 

oells that have a cut-off limit ,of 2 to :5 f- may prove of value for 

suoh a qualitative observation of the density fieldG 
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Figure 519. 

L~val No zzle Appa.ratus 

Light Scattering Installation (Near Reflector Removed) 
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Figure 5b 

L'3.vB.l Nozzle Apparatus 

Pressure Distribution Installation 
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(a) Light Scattering Photograph 

(b) Schlieren Photograph 

Figure 11 -- Condensation Sheets Behind l2~ Thick Bi~onvex Airfoil at 

M = 0 0 90 - Laminar-Boundary-IAyer .. 'fIJpe Shock Wave 



(c) Light Scattering Photograph 

(d) Schlieren Photograph 

Figure 11 (Continued) -- Turbulent-Boundary-Iayer-Type Shock Wave 



(e) No Droplets Present in Flow 

(r) Droplets Present in Flaw 

Figure 11 (Continued) ... Schlieren Photograph a.t 11 = 0.838 
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VARIATION OF RADIUS OF CHARACTfRISTIC DROPLET 
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SUPERSATURATION. FOR VARIOUt TEMPERATURES 

WITH D~GREE OF 

Py = VAPOR PRESSURE 
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Poo = S)'\TURAT ION VAPOR PRESSURE 

- - ~NGORRECTED FOR EFFECT OF DROPLET 
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ORRECTED ACCORDING TO REF. (27) 
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VARIATION OF RATE OF INCREASE OF SUPE~SATURATION WITH TEMPERAT~RE 
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THRESHOLD SUPERSATURATION RATIO VS. TEMPERATURE 
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-~ EMP~RICAL CURVE OF SANDER AND DAMKOHLEF 
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LAVAL NOZZLE 

PRESSURE DIS TRIBUTION MEASUREMENTS 
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